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GOD BLESS AMERICA! AND,
GOD BLESS EUROPE TOO.
THEY'RE IN WORSE SHAPE
THAN WE'ARE

ALL THE CVf4SON VOTES
WHICH COUNT WILL GO TO
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
ON NOVEMBER 5
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Thousands Expected Here For Homecoming Saturday
Day-Long Events
Include Game
Luncheon, Dance

Horton, Dunham, Coward Named
Head Company Commanders Club

Frats Aid Local
Alumni In Caring
For All Visitors

Pool To Sponsor
Organization Of
Co. Captains

COMPANY COMMANDERS this week elected
Allen Coward, secretary, Frank Horton, president, and Chich Dunham, vice-president (above
left t» right) to head their newly formed club.

Sponsored by Colonel Herbert M. Pool, commandant, the club was organized chiefly through
the efforts of Horton,

Student Forum Appoints Men
To Investigate Honor System
Industrial Ed
Fraternity Taps
Five Seniors
Iota Lambda Sigma, national Industrial education fraternity, this
week extended invitations to five
seniors, Joseph chuharski, president, announced today.
The new members are P. Sieg
Holmes, Denmark, H. J. Couch,
Easley, A. R. Sellers, Florence, 8.
J. Shurtleff, Pair Haven, Mass.,
F. W. Dellinger, Spartanburg.
Initiation will begin immediately
Under the direction of J. R. London, chapter vice-president, and J.
D. Sterghos, secretary, Chuharski
•aid.

Easley Folk See
Platoon Friday
Lt. Colonel John L. Gregory,
commander of the Clemson Senior
Platoon, announced today that his
organization will drill tomorrow
night between the halves of the
Easley-Parker high school game,
the occasion being the dedication
of a new stadium in Easley.

Welcome
Thrice Welcome Alumni—...
Ponce de Leon looked
for the Fountain of Youth
in the glades of Florida. He
did not find it for he looked not on a college campus.
Antaeus resisted the might
of Hercules so long as he
kept his feet on the earth.
Keep
your strength
by
continuous
contact
with
Clemson Campus. Jerusalem became the best loved
of all capitals through the
annual Passover pilgrimage. Have your Passover to
your Alma Mater. Hitch up
and be here on Saturday,
and see how complacently
one
horse
is
unhitched
from the shafts and how
fitly another is harnessed
with no creaky axles nor
broken traces. You will find
the old Clemson spirit in a
newer Clemson girded for
a bigger and better Clemson.
E. W. Sikes,
President Emeritus.

Men Will Study
Similar Schools
More than a hundred students
attended the first call meeting of
the Clemson forum group which
met Monday night to discuss the
possibilities of
establishing an
honor system at Clemson to govern
all classroom relations between students and faculty.
Jimmie Lever presented the idea
of devising some system suitable
to Clemson needs and invited the
group to name a committee to work
on plans for the establishment of
such a system.
A committee composed of Pinckney Eve, chairman, Bill Awtrey,
Bob Stoddard, Givens Young, David Bissett, G. L. Stanton, and
Walker Gardiner was named to
contact other schools having honor
systems and to conduct discussions
with various campus organizations
and faculty members to ascertain
the opinion of the entire cadet corps
and faculty regarding the installation of such a plan.
The group heard enthusiastic
speeches from several members of
the cadet corps and received notice
of the endorsement of this movement by the Junior YMCA Council, Blue Key, and the Senior Disciplinary Council.
A committee report is to be read
in four weeks at which time an
effort will be made to draft an
honor code, Eve said.

Ag School Clubs
Planning Fair
For Early Spring
If plans now under way are successful Clemson's agricultural school
will present an agricultural fair
early in the spring rivaling the
biennial
engineering-architecture
exposition sponsored by the engineering school. Alpha Zeta, national
honorary agricultural fraternity;
Kappa Alpha Sigma, agronomy society; and other agricultural clubs
will sponsor the affair and their
committees are now working to finance the exposition, according to
Marshall Walker, president of Kappa Alpha Sigma and treasurer of
Alpba Zeta.
Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the
school of agriculture and Dr. G. H.
Collings, head of the agronomy department, along with other members
of the ag school will advise and assist the students in this undertaking. The fair if successful will be
the largest program ever sponsored
by Clemson's ag cchool and will
be one of the largest affairs of
its kind presented in the South,
Walker said.

Gardiner, Cribb
Roberts, Arnette
Get Soph Posts
W. W. Gardiner, agriculture student from Florence, was this week
elested president of the sophomore
class, defeating Sunshine
Allen,
textile chemistry, major of Langley. Gardiner is a member of Tiger Brotherhood, First Sergeant of
Pershing Rifles, a color corporal,
and president of Phi Eta Sigma,
freshman honor fraternity.
J. W. Arnette, agriculture student from Winnsboro, was named
vice-president. E. D. Roberts, of
Athens, was
elected secretarytreasurer with T. K. Cribb, of Spartanburg, as historian.
F. M. Ivey, C. A. Reese, and A. A.
Still were defeated for these offices.
Of the 17 votes cast, Gardiner
received 240, Arnette 228, Roberts
212, and Cribb 228.
More men voted in this election
than in any poll of recent years.

Official Inspects
Clemson Property
Mr. L. J. Leffelman, chief of
the regional land management division in Washington, ,was at
Clemson Tuesday and Thursday of
this week to make the first inspection of the land use project
which was turned over to the college by the government on July 1.
This project consists of 2,700
acres of land in the vicinity of the
college and a considerable quantity of equipment.

Captain Frank Horton, a general science senior, of Columbia
was this week elected president of
the
newly organized
Company
Commander's club. Captain Chick
Dunham of Durham, N. C, was
elected vice president, and Captain Allen Coward of Aiken, was
named secretary and treasurer.
The Company Commander's club
is Clemson newest organization for
senior military student leaders. It
was organized chiefly through the
efforts of Horton, and membership
is open only to company commanders. Colonel Herbert M. Pool,
commandant will act as sponsor to
the club.
Horton said that the purpose of
the club will be to bring about
closer cooperation among the various company captains. "Under the
present
system,"
Horton said
"Some companies are known as
"nutsie" companies and others are
known as "sloppy" companies. The
difference is due primarily to the
difference in the intrepretation of
cadet regulations. With ,a fraternal
group of commander," Horton continued, 'we hope to eliminate some
of this irregularity."
The new club will meet at least
once a week. Some of the meetings
will be devoted to discussions among
the members, and outside speakers
will be called in to speak at other
meetings. Some of the speakers already lined up for the club are J.
C. Littlejohn, Dr. R. F. Poole, Colonel Herbert M. Pool, and Dr. E.
W. Sikes.

J. STROM THURMOND
HOMECOMING SPEAKERS —
Dr. R. E. Poole, president, and J.
Strom Thurmond, president of
the Alumni Association, who
will be the principal speakers at
the banquet in the field house
Saturday at noon. Dr. Poole
will deliver the address of welcome, and Judge Thurmond
will make the response.
The
luncheon is free to all alumni,
college officials have announced.

Several thousand Clemson alumni
and visitors will be on hand here
Saturday to celebrate Clemson's annual homecoming.
Arrangements made by President
Clarence Asbill of the local alumni
chapter, which is host Saturday,
call for an all day "regular gettogether" program.
The Clemson chapters of Blue
Key, Tiger Brotherhood and Alpha
Phi Omega will cooperate with the
alumni association in "putting over"
the day.
The program announced by Mr.
Asbill includes: noon buffet luncheon in the field house ("very informal"), the Clemson-Wake Forest football game; and evening informal dance, music by Dean Hudson.
Mr. Clarence Asbill will preside at
the luncheon. Dr. Robert Franklin
Poole will welcome the alumni and
Judge J. Strom Thurmond, national president, will respond on behalf of the alumni.
Information booths sponsored by
leading campus organizations will
be placed at strategic places on the
campus, and students will be on
hand all day to help visitors. Among
the booths' features will be free
Homecoming Programs containing
all necessary information and furnished by Blue Key.
The following statement concerning the Homecoming Activities was
issued by Clemson President Asbill
—Continued on page four

Ward Addresses
Anderson County
THURMOND SENDS GREETINGS Salvation Army

TO FELLOW CLEMSON ALUMNI:
On behalf of the Clemson Alumni Corporation I take
pleasure in welcoming all Clemson Alumni and former
Clemson men to Homecoming Day at Clemson on next
i, Saturday, October 12th.
«
A meeting of the Alumni Corporation will be held in
the Field House on Saturday at twelve o'clock noon, and
we are expecting a large crowd on this auspicious occasion. Our Clemson football team plays Wake Forest on
this day at three o'clock P. M., and this game is pronounced to be one of the outstanding games throughout the
country this season. Wake Forest has defeated the University of North Carolina and other strong teams, and,
of course, you are familiar with the splendid record of
Clemson this year.
We are anxious to have every Clemson man present
at this Homecoming who can arrange to be there. Clemson has made many improvements since a great many of
the Alumni and former students were there, and it will
be well worth the trip to come back and witness the progress made at your Alma Mater. On your brief visit to
Clemson you will have the privilege of meeting our excellent new President, Dr. R. Frank Poole (a Clemson
graduate.) You will have the opportunity of seeing the
magnificeit new Textile Building; the splendid new Agricultural Building; the present College Library, converted
from the old Agricultural Building; the commodious new
Post Office; the enlarged Y. M. C. A.; new paved roads
and driveways on the campus; and many other fine improvements. You will cherish the chance to greet your
friends and old college mates.
This is the propitious time for Clemson men to return to the Tiger lair for the biggest Homecoming that
we have ever experienced. I again welcome you and expect to see you in Tigertown on Saturday, October \2th.
J. STROM THURMOND,
President Clemson Alumni Corporation.

HUDSON'S SWING TO BE THE THING AT AUTUMN BALL

Dr. James E. Ward, head of the
economics department, spoke before more than a hundred volunteer Anderson County Workers last
Monday at the Calhoun Hotel in
Anderson, launching an extensive
campaign to raise the annual
funds of Anderson's
Salvation
Army.
Dr. Ward, speaking for Dr. D. W.
Daniel, retired dean of the school
of general science who was to
speak, but was prevented from appearing because of the illness of his
brother, was introduced by Anderson's mayor, Mr. W. C. Johnston.
Dr. Ward commended the Salvation Army on its "magnificent
work among all classes" and described the organization as "the
greatest army in the world."
In closing Dr. Ward said, "All
America is behind the Salvation
Army and Anderson people are
urged to follow suit by contributing freely to the fund."

Tiger Brotherhood
Entertaining For
Alumni Members

CLOSE TO GLAMOR—Here's Hollywood, Ann, snapped very close
uy, by Tiger photographer Bob Hufford. A big hit on the campus
when she was here to pep the footballers up for the North Carolina State tilt, Miss Rutherford is shown here as she obliged locals
with autographs.

Rutherford Does
Good Pep Work
Pretty Ann Rutherford of Hollywood blew into Clemson last week,
told the football team that they
would win over North Carolina
State, ate lunch in the mess hall,
inspected the senior drill platoon,
signed a few autograph books, and
blew out again without even giving
a single late date.
Petite Ann came to Clemson from
Greenville where she was attending
the annual National Cotton Festival. She was accompanied here by
her- mother, publicity men, and
Frank Simpson, photographer .of
the Greenville newspapers.
Scheduled to arrive at 12:30, Miss
Rutherford was given up as a broken date at 1:15 when everybody
went to lunch. About thirty minutes later, however, her motorcade
arrived on the campus and the
farce was on.
Pictures were first on tap. The
pretty Hollywoodite posed with
Clemson cadets, and rushed down
to the mess hall to speak to Clemson, 2,300 strong—without even saying why she almost stood them up.
After a whirlwind round of pictures and lunch in the mess hall,

Juniors Petition ASAE Elects
AIEE Membership New Members

Bill Awtrey, president of
Tiger Brotherhood, today an
nounced that there will be a
Tiger Brotherhood alumni in
reception in honor of all
the club room after the game
Saturday.

W. H. Wigington, chairman 01
the Qlemson chapter of American
Institute of Electrical Engineers,
announced this week officers for
the year: W. H. Wigington, chairman; J. E. Woodward, vice-president; L. M. Barton, secretary and
treasurer.
Committee chairmen
are J. C. Hartley, program; J. T.
Rankin, membership; J. R. Henderson, social.
Ben T. Lanham
$5.00
Juniors filing application for
J. H. Woodward
$2.00
membership are: R. B. Adams. W.
Chambers Printing Co $6.00 M. Albergotti, F. S. Barns, M. D.
College Cafe
$8.00 Beacham, J. J. Bell, M. K. Berry,
fields and on our Campii keep
Floyd, R .L. Graham, C. E. Hammond, W. G. Jenkins, M. R. Kimbrell, L. J. Levine, R. E. Morgan, A.
J. Perrone, Laddie Rhodes, W. A.
Robinson, J. M. Roesel, T. A. Senn,
R. H. Shealy, T. B. Shelcr, R. Y.
Sims, M. N. Sprouse, C. A. Stokes,
H. Strawhorn, A. M. Tingle, £. H.
Swearingen and Connie Lineir, Varn, H. Waring, R. J. Weinheimer,
Aogosta; Duck Lindsay and MarG. P. ^Williams, R. B. Wilson.
tha Todd,\ Winthrop; Frank Horton and Katherine Jett, Winthrop;
Jack Richards and Elise Fearn,
W. C. U, N. C; K. B. Jennings
and Carolyn Nickolson, Charleston;
C. F. Martin and Margie McGowan,
Laurens.
Professor W. N. Adams of the ag.
Buddy Davunt and Helen Yobbs, engineering department and Mr.
Columbia; Andy Carter and Rita C. V. Phagan of the Extension serRavenel, Charleston; Walter Ren- vice staff accompanied cadets L
ken and Elea. or Condon, Charles- V. Wilson and R. J. Berry on a
ton; Fritz Dent and Mitzi Smith, summer tour of farm machinery
Columbia College; Boyce Burley and companies in Wisconsin, Illinois,
Terry Bost, Alabama; Boo Lachi- and Minnesota.
cotte and Martha Cloud, W. C. U.
The trip is sponsored by the varN. C; Simpson "tough and Natalie ious companies to acquaint studTrescott, Winthiop; Dick Caugti- ents with the machinery manufactContinued on page four
ured in their plants.

Honor Roll

Girls From Everywhere Here For Hop
Girls from almost every college
in the South and from numerous
towns in South Carolina and bordering states were this week listed
to attend the colorful Autumn
Bull, featuring the music of Dean
Hudson and his Florida Clubmen,
in the field house Friday and Saturday nights.
Of the many schools sending
charmers here for the dances,
Winthrop took top honors.
The
Woman's College of Furman, Converse, Lander, Coker, Limestone,
University of South Carolina, Breneau, and the University of Georgia were well represented.
Duke
University, Woman's College, U. of
N. C, Anderson College, Georgia
State College for Women, Univer-

sity of Tennessee, and many others
were popular.
Old students who have been to
Hudson dances here were telling
new students that the Florida Clubmen are about the best dance orchestra in the country, and quoting Corney Wilkinson, Tiger editor
in 1938, who said, "Clemson students
liked Hudson's music better than
any orchestra we have ever had
here—and we've had about all of
them."
With Dean Hudson stock rising
sharply in barracks bull sessions
CDA President Rhame Guyton predicted that at least 400 girls would
attend either the Friday night formal or the Saturday night informal.
Two hundred girls had been listed

on N the dance rosters last night,
and Herman Lynn, Western Union
manager, said that his telegram
business was reaching a new peak.
Prices and hours of the dances
are Friday night formal, 9-2, $2.25,
and Saturday night informal, 8-12
$1.75. Block tickets will not be sold
and no tea dance will t3 held Saf.uiday afternoon due to the Clemson-Wake Forest football classic oil
Riggs field.
Cadets and their dates who were
listed on the first dance list include
Shame Guyton and Anne Martin,
Agnes Scott; Grover- Henry and
•Teanette Dukes, Winthrop; George
Ooakley and Ernestine Sitton, Winthrop; Johnny Sutherlin and Rojnona Westbury, Gaffney; Johnny

Ann came out to Bowman Field
for • an inspection of the Senior
Platoon. Amazed at such precise
drilling, she exclaimed, "thrilling. I
didn't realize that a military formation could be so thrilling."
The platoonmen kept a military
face through it all. Even when cut©
Ann inspected a rifle and asked if
it were loaded, and was amazed
that you "can really see through
it" (the bore).
After the Senior Platoon inspection, which was conducted by J. L.
Gregory, Miss Rutherford Went
down to the Riggs Field to take
care of the real business of the
afternoon — pepping up Coach
Frank Howard's footballers. Said
Ann to the tough boys, "if might
makes right, I know you'll win. You
are the mightiest bunch that I have
ever seen."
And pretty soon Miss Rutherford
blew away from the campus, and
one and all rushed down to Mr.
Holtzendorff's lab or to a classroom lab, saying "she's a woman
all right-l knew that when she
was late."

Farm Machinery
Tour Is Made

The American Society of Agricultural Engineers tapped new
members at a recent meeting. A
grade point ratio of three is required for membership In the so
ciety. '
The following men were chosen:
E. J. Rodman, R. L. Scarborough,
J. C. P. Agnew, J. M. Babb, E.
Pate, CD. Cannon, W. L. Boy Iston, and J. C. Newell, seniors. C.
E. Anderson was the only junior
elected.
Sophomore initiates are M. O.
Berry, J. M. Gibert, S. A. Knight
J. D. Senn, E. F. Sternstrom and
J. K. Wendell.

BY THEIR
WORDS
All of the intelligent people that
I know in South Carolina are Willkie Democrats.
—Calhoun
We might pull up with a fair
team.
—Howard
Thrilling. I didn't know that a
military drill could be so thrilling.
—Rutherford
I have retired from International relations.
—Rhyne
This quiz will be fairly simple,
but it won't be as simple as most
of you.
—Lippincott
"Where'd I be now if I let the
Sophomores worry me?"
Taylor
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The President's Welcome
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS OF CLEMSON:
On this occasion of homecoming may
I extend to you a cordial welcome to
your Alma Mater. It is always our
pleasure to greet those of you who return to Clemson on any occasion and
we hope you will come often.
Good and clean athletic sports seem
to please the alumni and it pleases
me much to tell you that athletics are
encouraged at Clemson for the benefit
of the students and you alike. Today
you shall see in action the potential
Southern Championship team. Win or
lose, the Clemson team will distinguish
itself and exemplify the fine spirit of
the cadet corps which spriit those of
us at Clemson value so highly.
While you are here I hope you will
take note of the manliness of the
Clemson cadet and learn of his efforts
to maintain high scholarship and of
the opportunities afforded him for
developing social and cultural traits
which will make him a well-rounded
citizen and a leader among men in our
great commonwealths
Sincerely yours,
R. F. Poole, president.

Another Welcome
The Tiger joins with college officials,
the faculty, and the cadets corps in welcoming alumni back to Clemson this weekend.
Many of you who have not visited the
campus recently will find that our college
has changed. New buildings have been
added, new men have been added to the
faculty and administration, the student
body has grown tremendously—all within
a few years.
We are proud of the advances that
Clemson has made. We can justly say that
Clemson is still a progressive institution.
But most of all we are proud that, in spite
of the increase in size, the true spirit of
Clemson is still alive.
We hope that you are pleased with
Clemson this week-end. If you still admire
the college as much as the present student
body does, it will be a great homecoming.
M. F. S.

Clemson And Defense
The Tiger points out that the Clemson
' student body and this newspaper have
supported national defense in all its phases
from the beginning.
Likewise, the student body and the
Tiger have had no truck with any out in
the open or undercover organizations
which have ideals contrary to ours of democracy.

Youth And Defense
WE'RE OUST

Significant defense measures have
UKE-THAT/
been passed by Congress in the last three
months. Changing events have made those
who hold to certain foreign ideologies inM^g
creasingly unpopular and subject to inROOrMATES/ 1
vestigation by Federal agencies.
DR.L.J.'COOKE,
AS5ISTANT DIRECTOR
Because of their past history, the TiOF ATHLETICS AT
THE U. OF MINNESOTA
ger is curious to know the attitude on deHAS BEEN PALS ,
fense of various student, or youth, orWITH HIS RD0NUE
"OSCAR"
'A
ganizations which have outposts in many
FOR 38 YEARS/
universities and some colleges; for examq»
ple, the American Youth Congress and
the American Student Union.
These organizations have been vociferous in their denunciation of the trend
the United States has been taking toward
war, especially in the manner of national
defense. The Tiger, in the early summer,
A PHI GAMfAA DELTA
PIN, LOST IN
was receiving news releases from the Am.*>"
WORCESTER. MASS.
f*
erican Student Union telling of measures
WAS FOUND IS "(EARS
being taken in schools over the country in
LATER ANt> RETURNED
TO IT'S OWNER. EtAN.C
protest of the defense measures being tak<SLENNON,(WIS.'09\WHO
en by the president and Congress at that
LIVES IN CHICAGO/
time. The protests took the form of pa^:
rades, public gatherings, and class stoppages. The Tiger was asked to come out
\V /,'
against defense measures as steps on the
road to war.
(BA.c.P,
These activities inspired much press
comment. Some papers gnashed their editorial teeth and predicted dark things to y»»»*+»**»»»»»*»»»»*»*»»»»»»»***#+»#w*»»*»*+*»»»—»»»»»»»»»+<
come for the rising generation, while others attributed the doings to the vagaries
of youth.
One of the most interesting phases of
By Mitchell Simmons
the matter was the charge by Martin Dies
and his committee that a Communistic
*»»»+»»#»»»»»**»»»#»»»*»»#»»»**+»»»—»»»»»»*+»*##*+»+»*»*+»***
element was in control of the Youth ConThere is no evading the issue. er didn't understand the lingo, and
gress and the Student Union. The charges The military at Clemson this year thinking that his son was running
is not what it used to be. It is more short of red, white, and blue, sent
were without doubt well founded.
strict. Cadet regulations which have the Tiger man a card of Willkie
We do not propose to editorialize on been frozen for years are being buttons — instead of the expected
what other people ought to do, or whom dusted off and are rapidly cutting check.
"baby" teeth.
they choose to associate with, or be con- their
This column has had many reThis column had expected to
trolled by. However, we would like to know quests to pan the Army. At times bring you an "in the know" report
something of the current activities of the we have felt the urge to take a on film star Ann Rutherford this
youth organizations, if not to satisfy our blast, but on more serious consid- week, but as things turned out,
we are convinced that any this column is not "in the know."
own curiosity, to let people know where eration,
panning that this column might Fact is, we can think of but one
they stand on defense policies, and to do would be futile, and contrary to person who really should be in the
what, if any, degree they are attempting the policy of the Tiger.
know about what (from the outPersonally, when we have a beef side) seemed to be a very attractive
to sabotage defense measures.
N. C. E.

Talk of the Town

i

End Zone Seats
The seating arrangements made for
the student body for the Wake Forest game
this Saturday seem to have caused some
dissatisfaction among the students. It
seems that sitting in the end zone rather
than the west stands is highly unsatisfactory.
Be this as it may, the Athletic Association does not make such arrangements for
idle reasons.
To get down to concrete facts; seats in
the end-zone would sell for $1.10 if not occupied by students, whereas sideline seats
cost $2.20. Any sort of calculation shows
that the Athletic Association is afforded a
profit of something over $2000.00 when the
students sit in the end-zone. It should be
unnecessary to mention the general shortage of money around Clemson. In all departments.
To continue, Saturday is Homecoming Day, the day when the alumni come
back to school to witness a game given in
their honor. Naturally, they want to sit
on the Clemson side, which they cannot
do if the students occupy the majority
of the side-line seats. The feelings of
the alumni, especially the IPTAY men,
should be respected. A school is no better
than its alumni, and Clemson is certainly
much the better for the alumni backing
it.
N. C K.

"A good many girls have the mistaken
idea that "dates" are more appreciative
of feminine charm if they are made to
wait.
"The Tiger registers its protest. It
thinks that when a time is set for a date
that time should be observed, and alalthough this newspaper believes that
young men should first of all be gentlemen, it will stand up for anyone who just
leaves in disgust and lets that waiting
date wait."
That editorial is taken from one of
last year's Tigers.
But it is still true in 1940. Anyway it
seems that most of the student body took
that philosophy and let glamor girl Ann
(who had stood them up for an hour)
wait until they had finished dinner to admire her charms.

This is a true story:
A Yankee student wrote his father recently that he wasn't exactly
flush anymore—referring, of course,
to his financial condition. The fath-

Soph Officers
We can't imagine what the sophomores will find to rant about this year
since the Board of Trustees, Alumni, and
the present Clemson junior and senior
classes have given us a standard ring and
the ring question no longer exists as a
springboard for sophomore politicians.
Yet* there no doubt will be important
measures confronting this year's class
and the part the sophomores play will depend in a large measure on the calibre of
the leadership which they produce.
In the opinion of this newspaper
they've made a wise choice in placing their
affairs in the hands of men like Walker
Gardiner, J. W. Arnette, Earle Roberts,
and Kenneth Cribb.

It Is Worth Seeing
About Waiting For Ann

against the army or any other student regulation, we go to Dr. Poole
or Colonel Pool to do our complaining. If we were to take a jab
at the army in this column it would
immediately be tabbed as sensationalism. If, on the other hand, we
go to the proper officials and, man
to man, give our complaints, our
opinion will be respected and appreciated.
In many cases this column agrees
with the new interpretation of Cadet regulations. In some it does
not. It is well to keep in mind, however, that both Dr. Poole and Colonel Pool are relatively new at
Clemson, and that they are both
trying to improve the college.
To be sure, some of the regulations which have been made or rejuvenated this year may not be to
the best interest of their cause.
If any student thinks that a new
regulation is not to the best interest to the student body and the
college, however, it is his duty to
tell Dr. Poole, Colonel Pool, or
the proper college officials.
There is not -an official at Clemson who will not welcome a frank
discussion with any student about
the new regulations. They want to
know how the students feel about
the cadet regulations. They want
the arguments for and against the
regulations.
There is not a tyrant among
Clemson officials. If you think that
you have a logical argument against
a regulation, drop by Dr. Poole's or
Colonel Pool's office and thrash it
out. They will listen, and if it is
logical, results may be expected.

The Tiger this week particularly invites all homecoming alumni to inspect
the handsome open air theater which the
class of 1915 presented to the college at
commencement last spring.
We think that you will be surprised
at th estriking beauty of this structure,
for we think that it is an impressive
addition to the campus.
The Tiger looks upon the open air
theater as a tribute to David Watson, Leon
LeGrande, W. J. Hunter, and the members
of the class of 1915—it is a tribute to their
resourcefulness, and love for CI:mson. It
is a challenge to other classes.
Glamor girl Rutherford's appearance
here Friday didn't affect the Free show
crowd, which to us was the best indication
we have seen that there is still some sanity left among the Clemson cadet corps.

girl—despite all of her airs.
Prom the outside, however, Ann
did seem to be a sweet girl. She
looked very Betty Co-edish, and
even if her outfit wasn't cotton (it
looked very much like it might He
woolen) the Greenville people did a
good job when they sent Miss Rutherford over to pep up our footballers.
And looking at the score of the
North Carolina State game, we
would say that oomph girl Ann did
a good job of pepping up our tough
Tigers.
It's too bad, as one freshman remarked, that D. J. Ross isn't on
the football squad, though. After
all of the pep that he should have
gotten from the picture girl, he
would have, no doubt, scored at
least five touchdowns against State.

This column expected last week
to go out on a limb (that seems to
be popular sports copy lingo) arid
predict that we would win the remainder of our football games this
year and play in the Sugar Bowl or
the Orange bowl come January 1.
We forgot to, however, and that
prediction goes this week. Truth is,
we might have been a bit afraid of
the terrible Deacons of Wake Forest, but we ain't no more. Mind you,
we aren't doing any gambling. Just
predicting.
Note to the Fifth Column: The
bust for leaving the Clemson campus illegally is twenty demerits. Not
five, as you reported. If you want
to argue the military angle, write
Colonel Pool, Clemson, S. C, enclosing fifty cents in stamps or coin
(to cover the cost of mailing and
printing), and he will send you a
book of cadet regulations which
will really put you in the know
about our army.

Tom Clemson WritesCcaeh Frank Howard
Sir:
I hesitate to suggest anything
that will cost the athletic association any money, because I know
that all available money is being
used to complete the college field
house.
However, I think that a time
clock and score board for the
football field would add greatly to
the enjoyment which Mr. and Mrs.
John Doe Fan derive from our
home football games.
Whether this equipment would
cost very much, I do not know. It
seems, though, that some commercial company might be willing to
install this convenience for the
advertising space. This seems to
be a good project for the Block
C Club to work on. It's right down
their alley.
Tom Clemson.
Dear L. S. P.
We cannot run your letter since
we have no authority for doing so.
You apparently forgot to sign it.
We see no reason why you should
desire to withhold your name;
therefore if you will make known
your identity, we shall be glad to
print same.
Tom Clemson
Dear Tom:
It has been particularly hard
this year to understand the announcements which are read over
the public address system in the
mess hall.
Important announcements are often missed, completely undermining
the purpose of the mess hall announcements.
I do not know whether the poor
reception is due to the disorder of
the students, the mechanical equipment, or to the carelessness of the

B? JUDSON CHAPIN
The University of North Carolino has thrown out the Buccaneer
and is trying to decide on a new
magazine. The Buccaneer was attributed to be like the man who
jumpd up in a local theater and
shouted "fire!" consequently causing a riot^ It has
subsequently
been done away with. We remember the story of the same man in
the same theater who jumped up
and yelled
"Fire!"
Somebody
did
Out goes the Buccaneer
in comes.? ?
From the Carolina Gamecock
we see that Carolina has a most
unusual and talanted young student. He is known by the nic".:
name of "De Jeep". Now this "Jeep"
fellow is rather particular about
the co-eds he dates, and picks his
dates according to the amount of
cash they have on hand, or the
amount of food they have in the
ice-box.
One admriing co-ed
sent the
"Jeep" the following message:
"I have a picture of you on my
dresser, and I like it more than
anything else I have." To which
the "Jeep" replied.
"Do you have an ice box? Cheeze
kid, no icebox, no Jeep".
Another gal offered him the use
of her car. When the "Jeep" arrived, he asked her if she had
any gas, for...."No gas, no Jeep."
This "Jeep" individual is most
resourceful, and all that, but we
want to see it. If you ask us, this
"Jeep" fellow has been
reading
Harold Teen in the funnies and
thinks he is a second "Shadow"
Smart. Huh! Bet he doesn't last
long.
THE FURMAN BEE
It is not too often that a joke
column contains
something on
the humorous side which is also
very true, but in last week's Furman Hornet there appeared the
following poem in a joke column
that expresses our and every other
college newspaper's feelings
They find fault with the editor.
The stuff we print is rot,
The paper is as peppy
As a cemetery lot.
The rag shows rotten management
The jokes, they say, are stale,
The upperclassmen holler,
And the lowerclassmen wail.
But when the paper's issued,
(We say it with a smile)
If someone doesn"t get one,
You can hear him yell a mile.
HONESTY IS THE POLICY
With this talk circulating about
concerning an honor system here
at Clemson, let us look in upon
some other schools that have such
a system. Many of the schools in
the country already have
honor
systems and more and more are
being added every year. The University of North Carolina has had
an excellent system for many years.
Emory and
The University
of
South Carolina are two schools in
our immediate vicinity who have
such an honor code.
An honor system exists at Sewanee and with great success. The
Sewanee Purple published an article in their system which I think
deserves attention. They express
our opinion to the letter. Here is
the article in part.
"Any person who visits the campuses of many colleges will be impressed by the fact that there are
few- Southern schools which have
the confidence in their students to
allow them to provide for a code
of honor and to execute it. As a
student newly arrived from a high
school where faculty and administration were trained spies, (The
writer)
was thrilled
with the
greater freedom accorded to students of Sewanee. During the last
three years the honor
code has
been in operation at the cost of
about one student per year, but
its production rate has been about
three hundred honorable men a
year."

TONY
We wouldn't even hazard a guess
as to who wrote this choice missive,
but we reprint it from the College
of Charleston Meteor for the benefit of our Charleston and John's Island readers:
I sella da feesh, an' I sella da Crab,
I am notta so good, an' I notta so
bad,
I leev en da shack, var do Sea Gull
he screech,
I am Dago Peroni, a Sonna de
Beach.

announcer.
I think, however, that the matter
should be investigated, and proper
steps taken to correct the fault. It
is a waste of time to read announcements which students cannot
understand clearly.
I guess maybe you te"enk I'm purty
L. T. J.
beeg fool
'Cause i never ben go to American
Students:
School
Some of you seemed surprised An' I don't know so good da Amerithat one of the downtown restaucan speech,
rants did not raise prices during I'm joost "TONY" da Dago, a Sonna
intermisson at Rat Hop. This is
da Beach.
to put you in the know about this
week-end.
Dey say to me, "TONY" wot for you
The College cafe has announced
stay here?
that, despite the overflow crowd You make mdre "Mon" if you sella
that is expected here for the footda beer,
ball ganie and the dances, prices I say I don' care eef I nevair be
will remain the same.
reech
We remind you of this because I rather be just a poor Sonna da
we don't like to see Clmson men
Beach.
victimized.
The Scotchman,
Last a veek, I hear two fellar talk
Tom Clemson
on the San'
'Bout fellar called "Frankie" beeg
Dear TomPresident Man,
Several st.udents have remarked I don't hear so good wot day say in
that this year no ungenUemanly
da speech,
spirit has been found on our cam- L»i it soun' like he too is a Sonna
pus in the way of uniriendliness
da Beach.
toward Furman. There is no reason why Furman and Clemson stu- Now I don' teenk day mean he be
dents can't get along together. Sevfellar like me,
eral attempts have been made and 'Cause he don leev here, on a da
efforts last year seem to have
Beach by da Sea,
taken effect-—at least here at So I don't onnerstan,; maybe him
Clemson anyway.
an' me each,
There should be athletic rivalry Be two deeferen' kind of a Sonna
Jthe more the better—but let our
da Beach.
rivalry remain on the athletic
fields and on our campuses keep Veil, I'm joost "TONY" da Dago,
a mutual friendship.
an' damn glad I am,
We here at Clemson hope this I'm glad I ain't wot you call, Presifeeling is mutual with Furman student Man,
dents and ihat this feeling of 'Cause some day ven I die an' Heaven I reach,
friendliness will continue to exist.
Dey will say "Hi, Tony: Come in—
Sincerely,
You Sonna da Beech."
Albert Littlejohn.

—that the "Trifling. Trio," compos—oscar says—
ed of Wilson Wearn, Sam Web—that Paul W. (worthless) Mcster and Ralph Walker is really Alister seems to be looking for Corfunctioning smoothly. Cause:-Each ney Cobb's footprints to follow.
—oscar says—
man is treasurer of the organization.
—tha.t with Clemson in Charlotte,
. T—osca.r says—
—that our Colonel D. J. (I oughta the Furman rats away, and with
be in pictures) Ross might not things normal, the Zoo was a good
have made a hit With Hollywood place to be last week-end.
—oscar says—
j
Ann but he ((the colonel) without
—that Rat (not freshman) For- /
much doubt was trying.
rester has more stuff in the neck
—Oscar says—
than some other adolescents he cay/
—that he (Oscar) wanted to get
of who wear diamonds—and
a look at the cutie, but the colonel think
the rat is only a number two man.
just kept in the way something an—oscar says—
noying.
—that Mother Colvin doesn't
—oscar says—
have nine old men-anymore—there
—that they (all 2,300 cadets)
only six very old men who
couldn't see through the colonel, are
can't get away.
too.
—oscar says—

—oscar says—
—that he (Oscar) is going to
—that Niles (fuhm Chulston) beat the Senior Platoon to the
Nelson does get the cutest tele- draw and pass the hat at the gate
grams, "and Coo Coo birds are at the game Saturday.
goofy.
—oscar says—
—oscar says—
—that he notices that Jack Lever
—that Frank Rogers dug up a is all signed up with Nancy Honeynew angle—the almanac editor de- cut for Autumn ball, too.
mands three cars in the garage—or
—oscar says—
no go.
—that the main show (leg, etc.)
—oscar says—
is missing at the Central brawl this
—that Seig Holmes (he is the year, but Ralph Hall, Inc., don t
cute one in boots) should know be- mind—they have their ace in the
fore now that boots are not to be hole.
worn when there are not plenty
—oscar says—
of freshmen to de-boot the colonel.
—that Rat Schaeffer should learn
—oscar says—
to control himself on mail order
—that Charles Yonce will be dates who pack ,a punch.
careful who he lets put him to
—oscar says—
chewing in the future and' from
—that his Charlotte mail order
last week on.
date was made to order.

Who Would You Like To Be? Why?
By S. C. STRIBLING
R. N. Shapiro (2) Union. I'd like
to be the guy married to Lana Turner.
George Wheeler (4) Sparlanburg
I'd like to swap places with the
girl in the Dairy building who sells
ice cream.
W. H. Bolt (4) Seneca. I guess I'd
rather be myself.
3. C. Simmons (1) Greenville. I'd
like to swap places with any upperclassman.
C. H. Howard (2) Batesburg. I'd
like to be the elevator man in a
one-story building.
Hickerson B. Hite (2) Batesburg.
I'd like to be the stooge of the
above elveator man.
A. R. Whisonant (1) Rock Hill.
I'd like to be president of the United States.
A. C. Dudley (4) Sunithboro. I'd
like to swap places with Doc McCollum for the first week of school
or when army checks come.
C. E. Yoder (2) Abbeville. I'd like
to swap places with some South Sea
island chief so I could forget all
about Hitler and the election.

Shoot the
SHOW
By GUS WHAM
Friday, "Quarterback" — Football
is in the air and
Holtzy keeps
abreast of the times with the scheduling of a picture that packs
plenty of thrills for athletic loving movie fans. There's plenty of
whoo-pitching along with the rahrah of the crowd. Wayne Morris is
the Casanova and Virginia Dale
does a fine job of listeninp to and
falling for his line. All in all it's
a good show. Don't let it slip by.
Saturday, "Argentine Nights"—
It's a daffy musical that hasn't
any story to speak of, but looks
like swell entertainment for the
Ritz Brothers' fans and the followers of swing music. The Andrews Sisters make their film debut and their singing and dancing
is plenty hot. Plot: The Ritz Brothers, who have a million ideas for
getting rich through spending other peoples money, escape their creditors by going to Argentine. They
take
the Andrews Sisters with
them along with Constance Moore
and her girl orchestra. They mistake a rich polo player for a notorious bandit and naturally an explanation is bound to follow.
There's plenty of new songs and
hundreds of laughs.
It's fun, so grease up your laughing organs and walk in.
Monday, "Kit Carson"—No previews available but the name
sounds as if there'd be plenty fanning of the trigger finger. If the
singing of hot lead is music to
your ears then this one is right up
your alley.
Tuesday, "Stranger On the Third
Floor"—Peter Lorre and Margaret
Tallechet take the lead and do a
good job of playing their roles. The
plot is good and the suspense is
terrific. It concerns a young newspaper reporter whose testimony is
responsible for the death penalty
of an innocent boy. Lorre finds
himself in the same position, accused of a murder committed by
a maniac. For good entertainment
it's tops.
Wednesday,
"The Man Who
Talked Too Much" — No information available other than George
Brent and Virginia Bruce lead the
list of the star-studded cast.
Thursday, "I Love You Again"
—William Powell and Myrna Loy
team together to bring fans anoth-

H. Strawhorn (3) Greenwood. I'd
like to swap with Professor Brown
so i could ask 'em instead of answering them.
G. W. Price. (1) Canton, N. C. I
guess I'd like to be Jimmie Foxx.
J. D. Carter (4) Great Leo. I'd
swap places with the president of
the DuPont industry.
E. C. Truett (4) TimmonsviHe I'd
swap places with Banks McFadden.
W. F. Early (4) Florence. I'd like
to be Col. Pool so I could let the
boys out for a few week-ends.
J. A. Sizemore (1) Dillon. I'd like
to change places with Prof. FJnstien.
Maybe I could pass math at least.
J. W. Galway (3) Greenville. I'd
like to be anybody in air conditioning making $500 a month.
J. K. Hawkins (1) Greenwood. I'd
like to be Ross when he had his arm
around Ann.
R. B. Adams (3) Macon, Ga., Id
like to swap places with some electrical master-mind.
J. M. Peek (2) Blacksburg. I'd like
to be a rich man's bird dog that
didn't like to hunt.

km

UAVEt
THE EIRE AND THE WOOD
By R. C. HUTCHINSON
This is the kind of book sure
to be liked—other things being
equal—by all readers, yet there is
is a reason against a wholesale recommndation. It is as
good as
Hutchinson's best—moving, beautiful, deep and tragic, with an
exquisite love story. The reason
for a hesitating recommendation
does not do credit to our human
nature—it is simply our
simian
inability to keep our attention on
one thing for any length of time.
For this is another of the stories
atoout Nazi persecution, another
story, as exciting a one
as was
ever written, of the escape from
a Nazi prison from a country which
has now, alas! become nothing but
a Nazi prison. "There have been"
so one can imagine people complaining, "such a lot of
novels
about Nazi tortures and escaping
from Germany! Why read another
one?" Yes, there have been a lot
of books on that theme. And a
good reason why! But, of course,
nothing' is more foolish than to try
by logic to argue anyone out of
a lack of interest in a given subject. So if you are among those
who don't want
another
novel
about
life in Nazi
Germany it
would be a waste of time to recommend this one to you. But if you
are not, it would be hard to recommend it too highly, for it is a
wonderfully fine work. Hutchinson
never did anything more compelling and realistic than his creation of the raw-boned
brusque
young Jewish doctor, passionately
intent on his research into' tubercolosis. Nor did he ever flood our
hearts with more spiritual radiance than in transformation by
love of this man of
science. He
who lived for research as a saint
lives for God, he whom the Nazi
brutality could
kill but ■ never
reach—when he loves it is a transfiguration which, like the sun, glorifies all the terror, pain, suspense,
and suffering, of the long dari
journey of his escape.
er top-notch show. The plot is
above the average and the acting
is superb. For 30 minutes of real
entertainment, it's rare.
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Gamma Alpha Mu Fraternity Manuscripts Due Before Christmas
Carnegie Society
Presents Program
At Noon Saturday
The Carnegie Music Society will
present a recorded light classical
concert Saturday in the college
open-air theater at noon in honor
of the returning alumni. The concert will consist of light classical
gems, band music, and as an added
attraction, a quartet consisting of
members of the Glee Club
will
sing several numbers. M. B. Watson, Paul Boland. and J. Jackson
will have charge of the program.
The Carnegie Society is beginning a drive for more records, particularly on the lighter side. Judson Chapin, president of the society
revealed that the Carnegie collection contains but a few records of
. vein, such as light opera,
Waltzes and
band music.
Said
Chapin, "The Carnegie Music Soriety would greatly appreciate any
gift of records, no matter
how
small. I am sure hat many friends
have records in their home that are
not used. We could make great,
use of them.'' It is suggested that
all donations of records be sent to
the society in care of The Tiger.
SATURDAY'S PROGRAM
Washington Post March—Sousa.
Overture to William Tell (Part 111)
—Rossini,
Voices of Spring—Strauss.
I Dreamed of Jeannie With the
Light Brown Hair—Foster.
War March of the Priests—Mendelssohn.
Vienna Woods—Strauss.
Vienna Blood—Strauss.
Invitation' to the Dance—Von
Weber.
Coronation March—Meyerbeer.
College Songs.

YMCA Workers
Honor Holtzy
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff. YMCA
.Secretary, was elected President
of the Employed Secretaries of the
YMCA for North and South Carolina at a recent meeting.
Others elected were: Mr. Hayes
of Spencer. X. C. Vice President;
• ipkie Faison of Charlotte,
Secretary.

Clemson Graduates
In Y. M. C. A,
Work Named

', assistant state supervisor of agnj cultural education, the home economics state supervisor and other
prominent home economics leaders
will be present for the meeting.
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For Golfers Play
At Reduced Prices
Kirchner,

Intramural i

athletic director, announced today
that all students desiring to play
golf may do so at Boscobel at
greatly reduced rates. A nominal
fee of thirty-five cents for eighThe annual Fall State Conference teen holes will be charged students
of the YWCA and YMCA will be : provided they contact Freddie at
held at Camp Adger this year, Oc- the intramural office and get a
tober 11-13, according to Pinck- reduced rate card.
All company intramural officers
ney Eve, president of the Clemson
are attempting to get more stuYMCA cabinet.
dents interested in golf and the
Eve announced that twenty ca
dets will represent the Clemson athletic office has already completed plans for a tournament to
YMCA at the conference.
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, YMCA be held within the near future.
secretary, and Mr. J. Roy Cooper The sixteen players witn the lowwill accompany the cadets to the est scores on eighteen holes will
automatically be qualified for the
camp.
Approximately
sevThe men planning to attend the tournament.
have already
conference are Pinckney Eve, L. enty-five students
C. Vereen, D. B. Wentzel, H. L. expressed their intentions of parthe
program
and
Sturgis, Raymond Sellars,
A. L. ticipating in
all students
who
Brooks, Jack Lytton, P. B. Holtz- Freddie urges
endorff,
III, J. J. Lever, J.
R. wish their names added to the
list to contact their company inSosnowski, and W. E. Awtrey.
Also, Nelson Jackson, J. W. Skar- tramural officer as soon as possidon, Ed Garrison, Givens Young. ble. To be able to qualify for the
J. D. Dusenbury, Dave Bisset, Jacp tournament, all golfers should turn
Courson, Theodore Gage,
G. L. in their score cards immediately
after each round.
Stanton, and H. B. Payne.
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Clemson this year boasts 11 cadets
from Puerta Rica, the greatest
number to register from the Island
so far. There are now four juniors, two sophomores and five
freshmen enrolled here.
Former
r
Robert
ACooper now judge of the San Juan
federal court, is the man behind
the march on Clemson from the
Island. Judge Cooper is an old
Clemson man, and always acts as
a salesman of Clemson education.
.Juan
m&
effom m
gan
were
^ rewarded when James Perrone

; entered

1

MCDONALD

clemson

in

1938

_,.

Since that time, many boys have
come to Clemson as a result of the
Judge's efforts, Perrone's description of the school and stories of
the college life here. The boys say
that they can come to Clemson at
less cost than going to school on
the Island, with the ocean trip
and other expenses included.
The juniors are James A. perrone, Ralph Whall. Rafeal Sosa,
and Jesus Badia. Sophomores are
■ Daniel sosa and Valentin Tulla.
Antonio Fuenies,
Lucas
Blanco,
| Antonio Pedrosa, Victor Becerra,
and J. J. Valdejulli are the freshmen who complete the
list of
Puerta Rican cadets.

New Engine House Bonnette Trains
Profs. Announced Understudy Ross
Appointment of new faculty personnel in the engineering department to fill vacancies created by
resignations of former members
and enlargement of facilities in
the department were announced
this week by Dean S. B. Earle.
Replacements are: D. W. Bradbury for G. A. Douglas, granted a
year's leave of absence to study
for his master's degree at V. P.
I: C. N. Gaylord for H. W. Doughery. who has gone to the Navy
Yard at Charleston; G. E. Hoffman will replace T. K. FitzPatrick, who has gone to Rice University; G. C. McMakin will take
the place of J. K. Chapman, who
is studying for his master's degree
at Michigan State; D. L. Parrott
for R. M. Geer. now with an Anderson architectural company; A.
M. Quattlebaum for W. D. Stevenson, now with the CAA; L. R.
Ambrose for J. S. Branch as instructor in engineering.
For the posts created by
the
enlargement of courses in the department L. A. King will act as
instructor in electrical engineering, W. M. Wachter as instructor
mechanics and surveying. S. M.
Watson. Jr.. as instructor in mechanical engineering.

Manuscripts to be submitted for
admission to Gamma Alpha Mu,
lecal writers' fraternity, will be due
before Christmas holidays, Professor John D. Lane, faculty advisor,
announced today.
Professor Lane pointed out that
all students are eligible to compete for admission. All that
is
required is two similar pieces, which
may consist of news stories, editorials, feature stories, belle letters,
poetry', short stories, or any form
of writing.
The manuscripts will be mailed
to Dr. Octavus Roy Cohen, sponsor
of Gamma Alpha Mu who
will
choose the men to be taken as
members solely from the merit and
talent shown in the writings. Dr.
Cohen, a former Clemson student,
is one of the better known contemporary fiction writers. He is a
The letter printed below was re- regular contributor
to
Colliers
ceived by Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, re- Weekly.
tired president, after the ClemsonLast year, members from all four
George Washington game last year: classes were
taken as members.
LIKES PLATOON
Three freshmen were awarded ten
My dear President Sikes:
dollars in cash for making
the
I want to congratulate you
fraternity.
Although
freshmen
and Clemson College upon the
awards will not be given this year,
exceUent performance of your
all men who are taken will receive
Senior Platoon, given during
free
pins and a banquet next
spring.
the half of our football game.
All students who are interested
Washington is a city accusin submitting material are asked
tomed to many parades and
to contact J. S. Mace, fraternity
military drills of various sorts,
president, Mitchell Simmons, secrebut we have heard from aU
tary, Dr. Lane, or any memt-^r
sides that this was one of the
In addition to Mace and Simbest exhibitions ever seen here.
mons, student members of the club
I am sure, from my personal
are Jimmie Lever, Neil Elphick,
opinion that it is the finest that
Walter McDonald, Herbert McCoy,
I have ever seen.
Frank Rogers, R. P. Timmerman,
Will you please' convey my
Ben Chestochowski, Harold Cooler,
compliments to the officers of
Leonard Rogers, David Bissett, Gorthe ROTC on the fine work
don Williams, and William Tramdemonstrated by the Senior
mell.
Platoon?
We are very glad to have had
them as our guests and will
look forward to their next visit
in Washington.
Sincerely,
Max Farrington,
Director of Athletics,
George Washington U.
Sergeant K. R. Helton, president
Mail your platoon travelling fund of the Clemson Ccmmunity Players
contribution to: The Tiger, Clemannounced today that there will be
son, S. C.
a meeting of the Little Theater
Club at 8 p. m. Thursday, October
17th, Room 5, Old Textile Building.
The purpose of this meeting, the
first of the year, Is to elect officers
for the coming season rnd to discuss problems confronting the club,
Seven outstanding seniors
and Helton said.
five juniors were this week tapped
Since this is the first meeting of
by the Clemson chapter of Phi
the club this year, all old members
Psi, national
textile
fraternity,
are urged to attend. Also any new
Wade Cardner, president, announcarrivals on the campus who are
ed.
Seniors
who were chosen for interested in the work of the Little
membership are George Wham. R. Theater Club.

Exclusive One-Hand
the EASIEST, most con'
:onvenient, a» verified by Deovitt
Laboratories testing 24 model* of best-koown makee.

»-i£4i cujtfrA.7rw*£

P»n« marked with the Blue Diamond are Guaranteed for the life of the owner cgcinit everything
except loss or intentional damage, subject only to a charge of 35c for postage, insurance, anal
handling, provided complete pen is returned for service. Tilt Porker Pen Company, Janeiviils, Wit.
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Tate Teaches
At Penn State
Summer School

Phi Psi Frat
Taps New Men

Capt. Harcombe
Honored Angler

is training an assistant who will,
popular Clemson official was awardtake his place as
director next ed a handsome medal as evidence
year. The assistant is Robert Dean of his p;SCatorial prowess.
Here with a party of friends on
Ross of Gaffney,
a freshman
a week-end visit Capt. Harcombe
studying General Science
Ross began his musical career, took advantage of the occasion to
when he was a freshman in Gaff- ; tajje out his rod and reel and proney High school; he joined the \ ceed to show up old hands at the
high school band and played first j game at this popular resort.
cornet. When he was in the tenth j
^ ^^ was officiallv entered
grade, he added the percussion to- : _ the XKOrlis of the sports carnistruments and the French horn to
„rodeo„ nQw undep
f.
his list
and since then he has j
n
be considered
played baritone and bass
horns. " -v
™ ...
.
«..„
For the pas: two summers he has; tor an additional prize: when the
attended a six week band camp In contest closes at the end of the
Saluda, N. C. directed by Profes- month.
sor Pa: Garnett of Gaffney. At the
camp he studied the various essentials of music, as well as directing
and
instrumentation.
He has s
working knowledge of practically
all the common band instruments
Major S. Manor Martin, chairalthough his principal instrument man of Clemson's YMCA advisory
now is the baritone horn.^ During | board? this week announced the adthe past year he was assistant di ' dition of Ben E. Goodale, professor
rector of the Gaffney and the of dairying, to the board. Professor
Blacksburg City School Bands un- Goodale replaces Dr. B. O. Wilder Professor Garnett. The Gaff- liams, former president of rural so
ney Band took three first ratings ciology at Clemson and now head
at the state high school band con- of the agricultural economics detest las: year; a unique achieve- partment of the University of Georment in the history of this contest. gia.
The band went to the eighth regOther members of the board inional national band contest held in
West Palm Beach, Fla., and took elude: Dr R. F. Poole, president;
second ratings in marching and Dr. E. W. Sikes, president emeritus;
concert trials.
Ross acquired a J. C. Littlejohn, business manager.
David J. Watson, superintendent great deal of valuable experience Dr. James E. Ward, professor of
economics; S. W. Evans, treasurer,
of
the
college
buildings
and in the preparation for these conJ. B. Douthit, trustee; B. B. Burgrounds, announced today that tests.
ley, assistant treasurer; T. B. Young,
a modern new incinerator for the
trustee; Dr. S. B. Earle, dean of the
disposal of all campus garbage will
school
of
engineering;
J.
be ready for use soon,
probablyE. Hunter, professor
of
mathenext month.
matics, Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the
Located between the farm barns
department of agricultural economand the college pumping station, I
P. M. L. A., official publication
ics; P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., secrethe garbage disposal
plant
will | of the Modern Language Associatary of the "Y"; J. A. Henry; and
tive a capacity of more than a j tion, published , an article in the
Pinckney Eve, student president of
ton an hour. The
structure
is | September issue written by
Dr.
the YMCA.
made of fire brick, and a
gas' Rupert Taylor of the English de
The
article,
"John
chamber connected with the in- partment.
courier, of Strat- EdUCatlOU Profs
cinerator destroys all ashes
and Shakespeare,
ford-on-Avon,
and the Balshall; ^,,
,
. , Cnr-noll
odors.
Shakespeare", is an account
of of Mai/ AT L/Oriieil
newly discovered records now availand
Professor W. G. Crandall
able in England.
both
This article establishes the ex- Professor R. C. Alexander,
istence of another family, which of the school of vocational educaMiss Wylene Pool, sophomore at may prove to be the forebears of j "on, took graduate work at Cor
nell University this past summer.
Brenau College, daughter of Col many people of the Shakespeare
On a number of occasions ProH. M. Pool of Clemson, was chosen ; name who are not descendants of
fessor Crandall was asked to take
one of the twenty beauties on the the famous Bard of Avon.
charge of the class in agricultucampus September 27, to represent
ral education.
Mr.
Joe
Kinard,
former
editor
ol
her sorority Alpha Delta Pi.
Professor Alexander was chairthe Tiger and a member of the
Dr. Anna Augusta von Helm- staff of the department of rural man of a special committee which
holtz Phelan of the University of sociology and agricultural econom- made a report on agricultural edMinnesota English department is ics, has been ill for the last few ucation which is attracting a great
deal of attention and interest.
days.
an authority on cats

Jennie Pool Cited
Again For Beauty

Theatrical Call
Issued By Helton

Professor H. S. Tate,
of
the
school
of
vocational education,
taught a graduate course in Re. search in Industrial Education at
Penn. State College this summer.
A number of the students were
candidates for their doctors
degrees and others were working for
their masters degree.
Dean W. H. Washington, head
of the school of vocational education, has received a letter of congratulations from Penn. College on P. Timmerman. Dick Osteen, J. W.
the work done by Professor Tate Sullivan, J. W. Howard, C. W.
Juand of the high regard held for Hite, and Hefvey Robinson.
niors selected are J. W. Barton,
him by the graduate students.
J. J. Sasserly, Q. R. Howard, H. L.
Sturgis, and Gordon Williams. Professor E. F. Cartee, of the weaving
and knitting department, was also
taken into the fraternity.
Carder said that the members
will undergo two weeks informal
initiation as ■'worms". Formal inMYRTLE BEACH, —Captain J.l stallation will be held before State
D. Harccmbe,'mess officer at Clem- j Fair and a banquet in honor of
son College, was last week recog-j the new men will be held shortly
nized as the champion bass fisher- after State Fair.

By S. C. STRIBLING
Band Director George H. Bonnette. who is graduating this year, I man at Myrtle Beach. In a bril-

Goodale Named To
Advisory Board

Taylor Publishes
Shakespeare Work

FM-.

tS to JJ3.73

1

w. s.

New Incinerator
Near Completion;
Be In Use Soon

'What's the use of being a quick-thinker if your
pen won't work when your brain does?
A college professor found that this gets many a
student down. So he invented a brand-new way of
filling pens—a way that makes more room for ink
INSIDE by dispensing with the customary rubber
ink sac
Parker spent 5 years to engineer this revolutionary principle to perfection—this sacless "OneHand" Filler—the Parker Vacumatic—the largest
selling pen in the world today.
A pen that holds nearly twice as much ink as our
old style, and shows daysahead if it's running low,
so it won't run dry. Whose lubricated 14 K Gold
Point—non-brittle, extra resilient—is tipped with
Osmiridium so smooth and hard and dense that it
won't wear scratchy- as long as you live!
And its crowning glory is that streamlined Pearl
and Jet style — laminated, Ring upon Ring, as
shimmering as velvet—wholly smart, original and
exclusive—winner of the Pen Beauty contest.
Go and see it and try it—don't make the mistake
of writing "the hard way" throughout your college
course and life's career.
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Eleven Puerto Ricans Studying
Here Through Efforts Of Cooper

Kirchner ArrangeS

Writes "as smooth as oil"
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Men From All
Classes May
Try For Frat

Platoon Fund
Mounts While
Platoon Drills

Y Cabinet Men
Attend Retreat
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Mr. P. B. Holtzendorf.
YMCA
Secretary,
announced this week
that all Clemson cadets interested
in traveling this year should call
for their membership cards now.
The membership cards are to be
issued at the Y office, free of
charge and entitle the bearer to
all privileges of Active Association
Membership.
Mr. Holtzendorff also said that
Open House programs are to be
announced soon. Each Company
will have a full evening's entertainment in the club room and
be guests for a picture.

Education Men
Be Hosts To
Winthrop Girls
Clemson agricultural education
seniors will be host to 85 Winthrop
home economic seniors and faculty
members at Rocky Bottom Camp j
October 19-20.
This meeting is intended to ere- j
ate much enthusiasm among members of both institutions, and Is
another step toward getting home j
economics and
agriculture
more
closely related.
Committees have been appointed to discuss the activities of each
group, and suggestions will be offered for the co-operation of the
agriculture and home economics
teachers in the field of vocational
education.
Last week a committee composed of R. A. Guyton. chairman, EC. Truett, W. T. Smith. C. C.
Jackson, H. N. Merritt. and C. L.
Wilson, went to Winthrop to discuss plans and preparations for
the meeting. Mr. Verd Peterson.
state supervisor
of
agricultural
education, Mr. J. L. Sutherland.

M

Available At YMCA
Office For Students

According to Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, YMCA
Secretary,
several
Clemson men are now in YMCA
work.
Mr. Charlie Commander, Class
of '36. is now General YMCA Secretary at Georgia Tech. Mr. A. C.
Payne. Clemson '38. is Assistant
YMCA Secretary at Texas A. &
M.
Mr. J. E. Johnson at University
of Florida, Mr. W. H. Newton at
Greensboro, N. C. Mr. J. M. Leland at Charleston. Mr. John McKnight also at Charleston, and Mr.
H. E. Robinson at Harrisburg, Pa..
are some more of the Clemson
men in YMCA work in this country.
Mr. William E. 'Bill' Hines Is
Executive Secretary of the Foreign
YMCA in Shanghai, China.

Freddie

BelieveftorJVbt/

By J. Herbert McCoy\Y

Clemson Close-ups—

DOWN WENT
McGINTYbut he's out of the dog bouse now!

Hoke Sloan Flays
Swinehart Rumor
The report circulating at Clemson that D. E. Swinehart. Clemson '16, globetrotter and soldier of
fortune, had committed suicide in
Japan was corrected this week by
Hoke Sloan, who stated, on the
authority of Captain Dan Sullivan, former Clemson man
and
member of the U. S. National Defense Council, that Swinehart was
killed in China by a bomb planted by Chinese rebels under the
train on which he was a passenger.
Swinehart had long been active
in foreign armies, and was a veteran of the Boxer rebellion
in
China. At one time he was commander-in-chief of. an island in
the Pacific. It is thought that
he was with the Chinese army at
the time of his death.
Captain Sullivan, who made the
correction to Mr. Sloan in Washington this summer, holds the
Congressional Medal of Honor for
bravery during the World war. He
is a member of the IPTAY club.
It will be remembered by some
Clemson men that at commencement several years ago
Captain
Sullivan was asked for a contribution for the field house, and that
he replied
by handing over
a
thousand dollar bill, probably the
only one ever seen at Clemson.
Have you entered the Football
Contest at Martin's this week?
(adv.)

PHOTO FINISHING
8 Roll Sxposure

25c

ENLARGEMENTS
5x7

25c

8x10

50c

Only the Best Mater'als
Used

Room 7-229
T. E. STRIBLING
S. V. FOSTER

"SURE AND IT'S good riddance to an ugly-smeliin' pipe!"
snapped Mrs. McGinty, dropping the pipe into the water.
Quick as an Irish temper,
down went McGinty after it!

"NICE WORK. MISTER!" said
a young lad on the dock. "But
you better smoke a milder tobacco to stay out of the 'dog
house'. Try the world's best-
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Several Hundred Juniors Admitted To Advanced ROTC Course
.■:

.

■

■

■
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First Checks
Due Soon As
Cadets Register

WIN SOPHOMORE ELECTION—Victorious
in
last week's race for sophomore class officers were
Ken Cribl), historian,
Earl Roberts, secretary,
Dooley Arnette, vice-president, and W. W. Gardiner, president, (above left to right). More than ,

300 sophomores cast ballots in the election to
stack up the largest vote in recent years. Interest in the election ran high, with the football
company's party doing a lot of campaigning and
losing the races for all four posts.

CLEMSON ALUMNI CLUBS AND Magician Meiburg
Still Conjuring
OFFICERS
NAME OF CLUB
Anderson, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Bennettsville, S. C.
Birmingham, Ala.
Charleston, S. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chester, S. C.
Clemson, S. C.
Columbia, S. C.
East Tennessee
Florence, S. C.
Florida
Greensboro, N. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Greenwood, r. c.
...ancaster, S. C.
Laurens, S. C.
Manning, S. C.
Marion, S. C.
Memphis, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
New York City
Orangeburg, S. C.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa;.
Raleigh, N. C.
Richmond, Va.
Rock Hill, S. C.
The Savannah Valley
Savannah, Ga.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Sumter, S. C.
Washington, D. C.
Winnsboro, S. C.

PRESIDENT
B. B. Bleckley
A. G. Stanford
J. F. McLaurin
T. L. Bissell
Paul Quattlebaum
W. W. Spearman
W. K. Magill
Clarence Asbill
Walter E. Tilly, Jr.
T. G. Robertson
J. T. Lazax
H. C. Tilman
Chas. D. Bates
Claude B. Her,
Chas. Webb
J. P. Richards
T. P. Townsend
J. M. Sprott
L. P. Byars
Tom Forshaw
P. S. Finn, Jr.
E. M. Matthews
Jack Ballentine
Dr. J. M. Lemmon
T. j. McGill
H. G. Hartzcg, Jr.
Chas. A. Robinson
E. F. Gettys
W. D. Hutchins
Jas. S. Hunter
Percy Caldwell
J. ,M. Eleazer
E. B. White,
Wm. Elliott, Jr.

SEC. & TREAS.
L. A. Seaborn
A. G. Fletcher,
E. J. Adams
W. R. Bailey,
R. O. Sams,
J. B. Bankhead
B. H. Stribling
W. Lucas LaFaye
Robert C. Stevenson, Jr.
W. E. Stokes
B. T. Horton
Goode Bryan
Tracey Jackson
G. H. Briggam
R. M. Erwin
H. P. Betcher
C. P. Roberts
M. D. Sims
H. T. Prosser
J. E. Baker, Sec.
Spurgeon Duncan Jr.
R. Maynard Marshall
L. F. Sander
M. H. Hicks,
M. E. Plexicao
Harper Gault
J. F. Jones
W. C. Hutchins
Tom McGlcne
T. O. Bowen
H. M. Hardee
W. '.;. Harrington

Everything In Good Hardware
Always A Pleasure To See And Serve
You.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Greenville, S. C.

By w. s. MCDONALD
Should you happen to stop in
Martin's Drug Store and see a
lady floating in midair or Clemson Tigers jumping out of a hat,
don't bother to change your brand
of poison, just stop and watch Doc
? "eiburg, one of the best of magicians, do his stuff.
it ail started about twelve years
ago, when Doc saw through a trick
being put on at one of the almost
extinct medicine shows. The obliging "Doctor" showed Doc several more tricks, and a genius was
born. Since that time, Magic has
been Doc's hobby and part-time
vocation.
Teamed
with
two black-face
artists, Doc toured the Piedmont
section, playing to small towns
and
high
schools. Doc earned
quite a reputation as a magician
before taking a job with Dr. McCollum, nine years ago, which put
an .end to his touring.
Today, he has built up a twohour show comparable to that of
any professional performer. Although the monetary reward is
small for part-time work, Doc gets
a great satisfaction from the effect of his art upon the audiences he plays to.
uoc nas done little conjuring in
the past year, but the spark is
still there, and quite frequently you
will find the Magi astounding the
spectators at many affairs in the
vicinity of Clemson as he causes
a chosen card to rise from a deck
held by a spectator or cooks an
omelet in a hat.
W. E. Dunn, who completed the
textile engineering course at Clemson in 1938 and formerly with Avondale Mills, Sylacaugua, Alabama,
is now assistant superintendent of
Chiquola Manufacturing Company,
Honea Path, S. C.
Brqken egg shells may compete
with c--ster shells and limestone as
\Ji comtcy feed, according to Iowa
State college.

G-ECam/Mts Mews
Course. Here young student engineers gain
practical experience in this branch of
engineering..

CHASING SHADOWS

PISCATORIAL UTOPIA
INSECT laboratories have been air
conditioned, rivets for dirigibles have
been refrigerated so they can be driven
better, and there is even a case where
telephone books have been cooled mechanically to speed the hardening of the glue.
But it was only recently that the first
automatic heating installation designed
specifically for the comfort and health of
tropical fish was put into operation.
Devilfish, sharks, rays, the only porpoises in
captivity, and thousands of other unusual
specimens caper gaily around in their adopted
home in the Marine Studios at Marineland,
Fla. There, in huge tanks, the pampered fish
live the "life of Reilly" (the porpoises are
fed by hand) in water that is not only
filtered and aerated but is also held at a temperature of 70 F.
Five General Electric oil furnaces do the
heating job, holding the 500,000-gallon
"oceanarium" at a temperature just like
home for the transplanted tropical specimens.
At G.E.'s Bloomfield (N. J.) plant, where air
conditioning equipment is manufactured,
is a division of the General Electric Test

HOW would you like to see carbon dioxide
pour out of a beaker and snuftout the
flame of a candle, or cold water from floating
ice flow to the bottom of a glass ? By accident
two General Electric scientists recently discovered a way to force these and other ordinarily invisible things to show themselves.
It all began one day when a searchlight
shining through the windows of the G-E
Research Laboratory at Schenectady, N. Y.
started the scientists on an investigation,
resulting in equipment which gives the inside story of supposedly invisible happenings.

Several hundred juniors were recently accepted into advanced
ROTC course by the army.
This group will pursue the third
and fourth year military science
course, and be commissioned in the
reserve corps after graduation.
Among those listed are:
Sotheron K. Able, George C.
Adicks, David P. Aiken, Jr., Washington, M. Albergotti, Jr., Wm. A.
Allison, Mack H. Alman, Bowland
P. Alston, Sayge R. Anthony, Harry
N. Anderson, Hubert L. Bailey, William H. Baker, Henry G. Ballard,
George W. Ballentine, Prank S.
Barnes, William A. Barnttte, Jr.,
James H. Barton, Manin D. Beacham, John T. Beckett, James J. Bell,
Marlon K. Berry, Robert S. Berry,
Carl P. Bessent.
Thomas A. Bessent, William L.
Betsill, John p. Bird, David A. Bisset, Jr., Benjamin E. Blackwell,
Aaron J. Boggs, III, Jones E. Bolt,
James A. Botts, John E. Boulware,
Clyde T. Boy, Marion M. Bruckett,
Kennon S. Breazeale, Thomas C.
Breazeale, Donald Brown, James L.
Brown, William L. Brunson, Joseph
P. Bryan, William W. Ducworth,
Frederick A. DuPre, Julian D. Dusenbury, Ernest C. Edwards, James
C. Epps, Carl E. Epting, Heyward
H. Fellers, Joe G. Ferguson, Luther
O. Floyd, Franklin J. Fortunato.
William B. Buford, Billie Buist,
Roger L. Bull, Robert M. Burch,
Gordon H. Burgess, Howard W.
Burnette, George W. Butler, William C. Byrd, Jr., Charles M. Campbell, Olin B. Cannon, Thomas C.
Cargill, Fountain G. Cash, Jr., Alvin W. Chandler, Robert L. Cheatham, Henry M. Chitty, William M.
Clerk, Carl XL Clawson, George W.
Cogswell, Larry W. Coker, Henry
Andrew Coleman, Robert A. Coltrane, Jake S. Cilvin, Gerald B.
Cope, J. M. Cottingham, Kenneth
C. Couch, J. S. Courson, Joseph L.
Cox, Kenneth L. Crawford, John W.
Croft, Henry L. Crouch, Charles D.
Cunningham, LeRoy A. Dantsler,
Fleetwood D. Davant, Robert B.
Day, Edward E. Denny, Jr., Andrew
A. Dickerson, James H. Dixon, William H. Donley, Robert F. Drennan, Bruce Hamilton, Charles E.
Hammond, * Luther C. Hammond,
Louis H. Hardin, Jr., William E.
Harper, William M. Harris, Samuel
N. Hasell, Frank N. Hedden, Theron
C. Hegler, and John H. Heinsohn.
Samuel V. Foster, William J.
Henry.William C. Foster, Daniel C.
Herlong, Joseph D. Fowler, Edward
L. Hickson, Benjamin D. Free,
John C. Higgins, Pickens N. Freeman, James E. Hilburn, John N.
Frowein, Walter M. Hobson, Theodore W. Gage, Joseph P. Hodges,
Julian B. Gamble, Harris W. Hollis,
Frank R. Gardner, W. W. Holiday, Hal N. Holmes, William C.
Garrett, Arthur V. Hooks, Thomas
Edmond Garrison, Vernie F. Horton, Benjamin W. Gettys, Charles
R. Howard, Frank M. Gibson, Julius C. Hubbard, William C. Gilmore, Roger A. Hughes, Ralph N.
Gleason, Edward P. Huguenin, Jr.,
Joe Davis Glenn, Miles R. Hunter, Joe Douthit Glenn, Jessie C.
Jackson, George F. Goblet, Nelson
Jackson, III, James H. Godfrey,
Boyce M. James, Curtis C. Graham,
Lake H. Jameson, Joe H. Graham,
Melvin E. Jenkins, Robert L. Graham, William C. Jenkins, James
H. Grayson, Kenneth H. Jennings,
John R. Griffin, Herbert H. Jessen,
John S. Griffith, Hubert C. Johnson, Frank A. Gregg, Robert H.
Jones.
Paul A.
Gregory,
Shelton J.
Jones, Jr., Frank J. Haddon, William I. Jones, Raymond D. Myers,
Charles W. Kay, John R. New,
Wesley C. Kinder, Samuel M. Nexson, John M. Klinck, Lawrence H.
Nickles, James D. Kneese, Joe W.
Nims,
Joe V. Lane,
Gilbert J.
O'Brien, Evans A. LaRoche, Durward G. O'Dell, James M. Lawrence, Wade H. Padgett, Eugene
V. Legare, Jr., Thomas M. Parker.
Benjamin R. Leonard, Anthony
J. Perone, Jr., Claudius B. Lesesne,
Richard A. Perry, James R. Lester
David M. Petty, Alvin D. Lewis,
Steve F. Phillips, John H. Lightsey,
William C. Pinson, Wattie S. Ligon,
James W. Pitts, Blurher E. Linder
William N. Poe, Homer R. Lindler,
Jay W. Quinn, Robert A. Link,
Robert D. Randall, Robert F. Long,
George D
Rankin, ' Walter J.
Loughlin, Neil B. Ratcliff, Charles
G. Luis, Josef I. Reece.
William A. McClanahan, John
G. Richards, IV., Foster F. McConnell, Alton T. Riddick, James H.
McCoy, Joe D. Robbins, Walter EMcDaniel, William A. Robinson,
Anderson B. McKeown,
Joe E.
Robins, Richard K. McLeod, Steve
Rochester, Joe F. McMillan, David C. Rogers, Thomas A. McTeor,
Gaines Madison Rogers, William
J. MacPherson, Scott S. Rogers,
Thomas M. Martin,
William RRosier, Oscar D. Marvin, Frederick
A. Rutledge,
Robert E. Marvin,
James A. Salter, James L. Mason,

Clemson Baptists
Attending State
Student Conclave

S. M. Martin
MASON: — Major S. Manor
Martin, Grand Master of the
Masonic lodges of South Carolina, and chairman of the
governing board of the Clemson school of general science,
is this
week
representing
South Carolina Masons at a
convention in Chicago, celebrating the one hundredth
anniversary of the Illinois
lodges.

HOMECOMING

Continued from page one——
1

and National Secretary Jake Woodward:
"The Clemson Alumni Club which
is composed of Clemson men from
Occnee and Pickens Couniies will
be host to visiting Alumni on October 13, when the Wake Forefrt
football team will be here for the
homecoming game.
We are particularly anxious to
have those who are here for the
day enjoy their stay on the campus. The Field House will be headquarters for all Alumni that day
and there will be men from the
local club to help you with your
needs.
"We have about one hundred and
forty Clemson men living at the
college. These represent almost all
classes from 1896 with Professors
J. E. (Little Joe) Hunter, W. W.
(Wee Willie) Klugh, R. E. Lee and
B. F. Rcbertson, to men of recent
classes. Many of the Clemson men
in our club are members of the
faculty here and will be at the
Field House to greet those who
return for Homecoming.
"There are so many interesting
things for those who are returning
to see that your day may be filled.
However I should like to call your
attention, particularly, to the Clemson room in the Calhoun Mansion
which was refinished two years ago
by the Clemson Club and refurnished, as it was originally, by a
Clemson Alumnus, Mr. Cecil Reid
of Fredricksburg, Va. If you have
time, go by and see that room and
the rest of the Mansion.
Also, there is the handsome open
air theater, which is probably the
most beautiful architectural structure on the campus. This theater
is a gift of the Clemson class of
1915.
"The Clemson Club is endeavoring to make your visit pleasant in
every way. If any of us can be
of service to you please call on us.
Donum B. Sams.
Francis T. Mathias, Jr., Fred E.
Schroder, James A. Mauldin, Roland A. Scott, Arthur H. Maybin,
Thomas A. Scott, William E. Merritt, Jones P. Seigler,
stavvis J.
Milton, Frank W. Seyle Roy H.
Shealy, Srank T. West, John T.
Sherman, Henry D. West, Jr., William E. Shirley, Irvin
W. West,
Jesse W. Simpson, Jr., Ralph F.
Whall, Robert Y. Sims, Edward T.
White, James W. Skardon, James
R. White, William C. Smart, Jr,
Thomas
P. White,
Atwell W.
Somerville, George
P. Williams,
Vincent N. Sottile, Govie L. Williams, John O. Starnes, Louis A.
Williams, Richard N. Steele, Edward Willimon, Cecil A. Stokes,
Richard B. Wilson,
Emanuel M.
Strauss, Thomas V. Wilson, Harold Strawhorn, Robert S. Woodhurst, Harry L. Sturgis, Berryman
E. Woodruff, Jr. Howard J. Tarleton, Charles K. Wright, Donald
H. Tate, Edward E. Wright, John
R. Terry,
Thomas C.
Wright,
Frank H. Thamos, Benjamin F.
Yeargin, Arthur E. Thomas, James
G. Young, Goodwin
G. Thomas,
Archie
E. Zeigler,
George EThompson, Julius N. Rosel, Jr.,
John L. Thompson.
Jno. W. Thompson, Alvis M. Tingle, Archie L. Todd, Jr., Charles H.
Von Hollen, Andrew R. Waldon,
James R. Wallace, Hampton Waring, Martin D. Watkins, Miles H.
Watkins, John B. Watson, Manchester B. Watson, Henry G. Way,
Alonzo L. Watson, Francis S. Webster, Jr., and Richard J. Weinheimer.

RQYAL
By holding transparent substances in a beam
ot light from a water-cooled mercury lamp,
variations caused by changes in the index
of refraction show up plainly on a screen.
Gases, liquids, or transparent solids cast
strange shadows, revealing characteristics
unseen to the naked eye. Although this
has been done before with arc lights, the
new method has many advantages.
The two G-E scientists identified with this
accomplishment are Dr. R. P. Johnson, U. of
Richmond, '29, and Dr. N. T. Gordon,
Princeton, '13.

GENERAL f§ ELECTRIC

THE WORLD'S NUMBER ONE TYPEWRITER
STANDARDS AND FIVE MODELS OF PORTABLES

HENRY B. HARPER
ANDERSON, S. C.

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure...

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

A delegation of Baptist students, led by Edward L. Young,
senior dairy major from Florence,
leave tomorrow for the annual
state Baptist Student Conference
to be held in Columbia.
Young, who Is president of the
Clemson BSU is also vice-president of the state organization
which is headed by Darrell Richardson, of Furman.
Appearing on the program will
be Bill Awtrey, Young, and Elmore
Blanton, from Clemson, leading
discussion groups, and Melvin Cantrell, who will render a musical
program.
Others attending will be Moise
Johnson, James Brown, H. L. LeMaster, Jack Bethea, Ed Collins,
Lynn Loshbough, Jack Polatty.

Books Available
At YMCA Library
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, YMCA
Secretary, announced this week
that several new books have recently been purchased and are
available in the Y Cabinet room
for the benefit of students who
want to read some additional material.
Some of these are: "Christianity's Challenge to Communism" by
Stanley Jones; "Is it Right or is
it Wrong" by Nolan Harmon;
"Christianity and Amusements" by
Richard Henry Edwards; "The Rational Sex Life For Men" by Exner; "Funds and Friends" by Tolman Lee; "They Worked for a
Better World" by Seager; "Overcoming Handicaps" by
Archer
Wallace; "Men, Women, and God
by Rev. A. Herbert Gray.

~~DANCE^

Continued from page one——
man and Anne Campbell, Greenville- Charles Davant and Peggy
Efird W. C U. N. C; Johnny Horton and Helen Ashley, Anderson;
Henry Buchannan and Bud Workman, Converse.
Stanley Lancaster and Margaret
Stroude, Spartanburg; Jesse Evans
and Lena Mae Bryant, Winthrop;
Henry Cappelmann and Frankie
Rigby, Columbia; Bob Liner and
Amelia Tolbert, Winthrop; Frank
Rogers and Jinki Sadler, Coker;
Raymond Hunter and Peggy Eaver,
Beaufort; H. 9. "Frederick" Fox
and Marguerite Lunn, Winthrop;
A. W. Marshall and Azilia Walker
G. W. C; F. S. Webster and Virginia Scalos, Winthrop; Louie Cason and Frances Bailes, Winthrop;
Lloyd B. Smith and Peg Williams,
U. of Ga.; Rip Bradford and Mary
Jane Daniell, Randolf Macon; Paul
Gregory and Ada McNeel, Marietta,
Ga.
Alvin Chandler and Betty Medford)Sullins; Claude Dunn and Sarah Martin, Union; Gean Doar and
Joan Goeller, Charlotte; Ralph
Walker and Frances Newsom, Converse- John Parks and Gwen Walton, Lander; Dub Williams and
Margaret Wright, G. W. C; Ritzy
Zerbst and Nancy Giller Coleman,
Greenwood; Howard Driver and
Libbo Corliss, Converse; Bill Trammell and Bobbie Kimball, University of Georgia; Nelson Jackson and Wylene Pool, Breneau;
Bill Hall and Helaine Goodpasture,
Brenau.
Joe Blalock and Pat Mandy,
Brenau; Jimmy Rogers and Barbara Stalvey, Winthrop; Bob Hickerson and Wilma Curtis, Central;
A. F. Burgess and Sarah Baskins,
Anderson; J. E. Cottingham and
Virginia Hengereld, Converse; E.
K. McLendon and Anne Welch,
Columbia; Niles Nelson and M. E.
Moore, Macon; Fie Lightsey and
Mary Frances Owens, Lander;
Stewart Carter and Demmy Fore,man, G. W. C; Carl Epting and
Margaret Parker, Limestone; W- N.
Ginn and Maude Marvin, Lander;
R. R. Wily and Madge Johnston,
Aubern.
J. R. New and Jo Green, Winthrop; Jim Hemphill and Sybil
Sutherland, Macon; Mitchell Simmons and Elaine Duffy, G. W. C;
E. L. Hickson and Julie Paschal,
Anderson; Dimples Owen and Emily Johnson, U. S. C; Joe Pete
Ross and June Heffron, Greenville;
Bobby Hempstead and Emily Fields,
Nashville; P. W. McAllister and
Frances Tindal, Erskine; J. D
Davenport and Frances Hardy,
Greenville; C. H. Brown and Sherrie Som Payrac, Hartzville; M. E.
Walker and Bertha McKown,
7rskine; Black Dog McLeod and Margie Conwell, Brenau; Bill Home
and Jeane Hunt, Greenville; Norwood Page and Lottie Allen, Greenville; A. H. Rumsey and Betty Sullivan, Winthrop; M. M. Brackett
and Miriam Justice, Hendersonville; J. P. Smith and Bobby Dial,
Converse.
Red Sharpe and Nancy Parr, Columbia; Frances DeLoache and Ulmer, Columbia; Bob McElveen
and Jeanette Bagnall, Columbia;
Pete Gall and Nancy Sanders, Winthrop; Milam Christman
and
Monte Nicholson, Converse; Jim
Thackston and Lillian Kilgore,
Greenville; Bob Dukes and Rosemary Horan, Georgetown;
Jack
Benfield and Margaret Hatchell,
Chester; C. B. Culbertson and Alice
Reid, Winthrop; C. L. Simmons and
Frances Cooksey, Spartanburg; W.
M. Ashley and Ann Johnston, Anderson.
Charles Bickley and Delia Jo
Marshall, Clemson; H. L. Kennedy
and Mary Lib Milam, Winthrop;
Sam Davis and Quincy Mills, Agnes Scott; B. O. F'arrish and Susie
King, Winthrop; Dick Hagood and
Frances Dye, Converse; Frank
Monk and Peggy Crosswell, U. of
Ga.; Jimmie Barton and Betty Anderson, Anderson; Little Horse Edwards and Patty Lawrence, Columbia Earl Hudson and Micky McCrady, Greenville.

COMING:—Helen Jepson in another pose. Clemson students are
looking forward to Jepson's appearance here October 21 in the Field
House to initiate the Clemson Artist series, and this glamorous
queen of song is expected to highlight the fall season.

Draft Effects Will Botany Position
Be Discussed*Sunday Filled By Prince
How the War Department has
been "smoothing out wrinkles" in
the selective service system since
the draft law of 1917, and the effect on 1940 draftees, will be discussed in a special broadcast by
Brigadier General William Bryden, Deputy Chief of Staff of the
United States Army, Sunday, October 13, at 11:15 p. m., EST, over
WLW.
General Bryden will emphasize
the fact that at the end of a year's
training, the draftee will be In
prime physical condition as well
as thoroughly versed in the fundamentals of soldier life. He will
outline the recreational facilities
to be made available to draftees,
and will show how the army plans
to effect the change from civil to
military life as easily as possible.
The program is one in a special
National Defense series sponsored
by the Office of Government Reports.

YMCA Assistant
Gets a Year Off
Mrs. L. M. McCaw, assistant to
Mr. p. B. Holtzendorff, secretary
of the YMCA, was recently granted a year's leave of absence to visit her daughter Mrs. Sidney Goldflinch in Uraguay, South America.
Mrs. Emmie Goode, and Mrs. B.
H. Henry will replace Mrs. McCaw in the YMCA office While
she is on leave.

Mr. A. E. Prince has been appointed to fill the vacancy in the
department of botany left
vacant by the departure of D;:. Leland Shanor, who left to continue
his work at the University of Illinois.
Mr. Prince is a graduate of the
University of Maine. He has been
working on his doctor's degree at
Harvard and will probably be able
to finish his work during
the
Christmas holidays this year.

President Inspects
Experiment Station
Dr. R. F. F'oole, president, accompanied Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean
of the school of agriculture, on an
extensive visit to all the state agricultural experiment stations Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
of
last week.
The purpose of the visit was to
acquaint Dr. Poole with conditions
at the stations and to give him a
chance to meet the men working
there.
BSU MAGAZINES
Ed. Young, president of the
Clemson BSU, announced this week
that sales of the Baptist Student
magazine had topped all previous
years.
A. C. Nalley, of Ealey, is general chairman in charge of these
sales, Young said.

William C. Rowland
Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

—VISIT—

THE OCONEE INN
FOR WELL PREPARED MEALS
SENECA, S. C.

Little Jock Homer
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Expanding Intramural Program Planned To Include All Cadets
Kirchner Plans
For All Cadets
To Participate

Clemson Enrollment
South Carolina ..1953
Out of State
381
Total
2334

Fish Can't Dodge
Miami Coed's Shoe
Fishing, to Alice McGrain, art
student at Miami University, is
duck soup. Vacationing in Indiana, she cast her baited book into
Big Indian Creek.
Abruptly, a 13-inch bass leaped
out of the water and landed' with
a thud in the bottom of the boat.
Miss McGrain took off a slipper
and dealt the fish a fatal blow
with the heel.
She told her story to an unbelieving cousin and offered to
show where it happened. As they
rowed to the spot, Miss McGrain
said, "It was right here."
The words hardly had been
spoken when another bass of almost tea same size leaped into the
boat.
The co-ed again used the slipper
technique. "Now
maybe
you'll
believe me," she observed.

Chappie Johnson, New Trainer,
Is Former Baseball Star And
Trainer Of Big League Clubs
By J. S. MACE
Chappie Johnson is a man whom
the average cadet won't see often,
yet he's one of the most valuable
athletic acquisitions Clemson has
made in its history. To him belongs the job of keeping the athletes in the pink of condition. He
massages sore muscles, rubs aching bones, takes out Charlie horses,
and in general makes himself indispensable
to the work-weary
athlete. His skilful fingers explore
every inch of
skin surface, and
every motion of his hands is backed by five and one-half decades of
invaluable experience.

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome
,

AT

1

MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

MAIN STREET
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FIFTY-FIVE YEARS OF
BASEBALL
Chappie was born in 1870, seventy years ago, and has been playing baseball and hanging around
athletes ever since. He has a high
school education and was the first
colored boy to graduate from the
mixed schools at Bellair, Ohio.
Although he is interested in all
sports,
his first love is baseball,
and he has played the game twice
as long as any
cadet who reads
this has been living. He organized
the outstanding colored baseball
team known as the Chappie Johnson Stars, and caught behind the
plate for that team for forty years.
Then, his legs beginning to go back
on him,
Chappie forsook active
playing—he had become the world's
foremost colored catcher—and took
up training. He trained for Boston
of the National professional baseball league when Fred Tenney, the
great first baseman, was managing
the team. He then moved on to
St. Paul under Mike Kelly's managership. It was while he was with
this team
that he taught Roger
Bresnehan how to play baseball
and was highly instrumental in
helping convert the great player
from the outfield.
He also caught Rube Waddell,
world famous pitcher, when Connie
Mack first brought him up to the
majors, and was
again instrumental
in helping a youngster
along the rough and rocky road
to fame.
SERVED HIS COUNTRY
About this time the war interrupted Chappie's career, and he
worked for the government in an
airplane factory in Dayton, Ohio,
until the national emergency had
passed after which he again began
training.
At present Chappie is employed by the Cincinnati national
league club to train their farm
system players during spring practice. In the off season he works
for Clemson.
It was more or less of an accident that Coach Howard was able
to secure Chappie's services as a
trainer. Randy Hinson and Goat
McMillan,
two
Tiger football
coaches, heard of him and wired
Coach Howard to hire him immediately. Howard did so and as a
result, Chappie Johnson is now
working for Clemson college in
the official
capacity of trainer.
That is, Chappie works for Clemson except for the spring season,
when he's occupied in training future baseball players for the major leagues.
LOVES BASEBALL
Chappie, bearing the scars of a
catcher, a right hand with knarled and crooked fingers, loves to sit
back and talk baseball.
In fact
some of the football players say
that Chappie's idea of Heaven Is
a baseball diamond where all the
old stars gather and swap stories
of the good old days.
Chappie has
been with the
school shorter than most, and yet
already he loves the place and
hopes to stay here the rest of his
life.
He thinks that Clemson has a
potentially great baseball team,
and we have no doubt that with
his worlds of experience to aid the
boys, they will be able to annex
the state crown and possibly the
conference championship.
Incidentally Chappie says that
he wanted to go to Detroit and
Cincinnati to see the Reds beat
the Tigers in the world series.
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Halser Praises
YMCA Program
YMCA Secretary P. B. Holtzendorff this week released the following statement by the Honorable
Frederick E. Halser, president, the
Pan American Society, endorsing
the program of the YMCA on the
occasion of the association's Founder's Week celebration:
"The Young Men's Christian Association is firmly established and
for many years has been doing
splendid work in all the large cities
of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru,
Uruguay, and Mexico. The leaders
of public life in these countriess
recognize, as they do in the United
States, that the Young Men's
Christian Association is one
of
the great bulwarks of Christianity
and a protection against the march
of paganism and destruction, and
is their strongest weapon against
the insidious doctrines that seek to
undermine the spiritual and moral
fibre of the youth of the world.
Because it is such a powerful force
for building up good will and
brotherly love, it can be of tremendous help in further solidifying
Pan America in the crisis
which
now faces the nations of the Western Hemisphere.
"I wish the Young Men's Christian Association greater success and
eever widening influence throughout the Americas. To you, young
men, you who are destined to be
the leaders of tomorrow, I earnestly appeal to have courage, to merit
the training and advantages that
have been yours, and never let defeatism have any part in your
thoughts. The ideals you stand
for are the lifeblood of civilization.
Democracy is not a forgotten
dream—democracy is not on the
run. It has been asleep. The decent people of the world, in failing
to recognize that the devil and his
works were not dead, placed their
trust in the good faith of supposedly civilized governments whcse
spoken and written words
have
proved to be worthless. It may be
a matter of months or years, but
no matter how long it takes, victory is ours because the young men
of the democracies are real men,
not quitters.
"The Americas are safe so long
as young men are alert—you are."

AMSE, Iowa — (ACP)— Going to
school by radio no longer is a fantasy to Iowa high school students.
Hundreds of them put aside their
books every Monday afternoon for
radio classwork. The series, "It's
Your Future," is being broadcast
from WOI, Iowa State College station, by the department of vocational education.
Its purpose is to acquaint high
school students with vocational opportunities.
Vocational guidance
speakers, leaders in their fields, are
interviewed by Prof. A. H. Hausrath.

Harvard Grad Now
In Canadian Camp
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.— (ACP) —
At least one Harvard graduate is
in a Canadian prison camp.
He
is Ernst (Putzi) Hanfstaengl, former Nazi foreign press chief and
friend of Hitler, who at the outbreak of war was interned in England, where he was in exile. Word
of his whereabouts has been received by his son, Egon Hanfstaengl, now a Harvard sophomore.
Have you entered the Football
Contest at Martin's this week?
(adv.)

115 NORTH MAIN STREET
MRS. CAM BAILES, Manager
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Registration Day
Causes Comment
On Many Campuses
(ACP)—The nation's college students are not being permitted to
forget that the United States is
straining every
effort toward
strengthening the national defense.
Men within the draft ages of 21
through 35 who are now registered in college have been automatically deferred from compulsory
military training, at least until
July of next year, although they
will be required to register Oct.
16 with all other men of those
ages.
At the same time men and women of college age have been
urged .by President Roosevelt to
continue their college educations.
Nevertheless, the nation's collegians are being made to realize
they are an important link in preparedness plans.
Typical of defense messages to
students at scores of colleges was
that presented by Dean Virginia
C. Gildersleeve of Barnard College,
New York. It is more important,
said she, for students to continue
their college educations until needed than to participate actively in
helping their country.
Dean Gildersleeve explained that
should the stream of students stop,
the country would find itself short
of trained and educated citizens.
"Women are especially needed,"
she continued, "because now their
brothers are going to be occupied
in sterner aspects of national defense."
Dr. Remsen B. Ogilby, president
of Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.,
announced he wants all students
at his school to obtain motor vehicle operators' licenses so as to

High School Scholars
Learn By Radio Aids

CUT RATE SHOE SHOP
PHONE 169

With cadets gradually settling
down to the grind of school life,
Freddie Kirchner and his staff of
intramural officers are trying exceptionally hard to reach every
student with their ever growing
intramural athletic program.
Approximately seventy-five per
cent of the student body is now
participating in some form of athletics and it is hoped that by another month this number will be
greatly Increased.
Plans are being made for the
initiation
of bowling into the
broadening athletic program. Students will be allowed to bowl at
Seneca for the nominal fee of two
games for tsn cents during the
day
and fifteen cents at night.
After a practice session of several
weeks, a tournament will be held.
Five students from each company
will compose the company team
and the team composing the highest group score will be declared the
champions of the brigade.
All students interested in archery are urged to get their bows and
arrows in shape for the matches.
Preparation for the construction of
a range has been made and plans
are being completed for a tournament to be held within the near
future.
Freshmen swimming meets are
being held each afternoon and
night and a brigade tournament
will start next week.
Freshmen
that have made creditable showings in the preliminaries are R. S.
Malcomson, G. E. Humphries, A.
M. Labree, H.'L. Shuler, M. Molse,
Joe Mann, K. F. Reich, Roy Jansson, Jack Rollison, B. L. Walsh,
E. H. Shirley, H. B. Denny, B. F.
Crane, C. L. Deloach, and Ben
Jackson.
Touch football games are played
each afternoon on practically every available field on the campus
and a great deal of enthusiasm
has' been shown by the students.
"It Is the hope of the intramural
office," said Kirchner, "to have
every student taking part in some
sort of sports before the school
year ends."
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CLEMSON'S 100 PIECE BAND was in Charlotte
full strength last weekend to add color to the
mammouth Try on Street parade and the Stata-

Clemson football game. The band is shown on
the Tryon Street march, as spectators and students line the sidewalks.

Phonograph Records
Give Clemson Cadet
News From Home
John N. "Bunk" Cain has a
new way of receiving messages
from home. Instead of getting
letters "Bunk" receives home
recordings from his mother
and father. He has a record
player in his room and as soon
as he gets a recording, plays it
In order to hear the news.
"The only trouble with my
recording system," Bunk says,
"is that everybody wants to
listen to my letters.' Otherwise
it's a fine idea, for it only
costs three cents to mail a
record, just as a regular letter.
Usually everybody back home
has something to say to me,
even the dog. It sounds mighty good to hear your folks
when you're away from home,
I can tell you," Bunk says.
He's enthusiastic about this
record idea, and plans to continue it all year, as long as
the records hold out.

Clothing Demands
Almost Satisfied

NEW MAN—Professor William
S. Wilburn, who recently replaced John Paul Lucas,
Jr.,
on the English faculty. Professor Wilburn, a graduate of
Mississippi State College, has
consented to be faculty advisor
to the Carnegie Music Society.

Sergeant H. J. Wilkinson, quartermaster, announced this week
that orders for the additional uniform requirements of the corps have
been placed with the manufacturers
and are expected to arrive within
the next few weeks..
All mackinaws, shirts, and caps,
are expected to arrive before October 23rd. Blouses will be available
about the middle of November, Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson explained that since
the macks are the more serviceable
and useful garment, that order was
given preference over the blouse order. He also stated that a requisition for 200 additional rifles had
been made, but the defense program demands make their acquisition doubtful.

YMCA Delegates To
Meet At Montr eat

In 1938 Gene Flathman, wearing Jersey No. 52 was a reserve
tackle with Clemson's Tigers. This
A group of Clemson
delegates
fall, weighing 250 pounds and still
will leave the campus Saturday
wearing- game jersey No. 52, Flathto attend the 64th annual meetman Is considered the
most
ing of the Interstate Committee of
The
Clemson
Alumni
of
North
promising tackle on Navy's practice
the Young Mens Christian AssociCarolina met in Greensboro last ation of the Carolinas at Monfield.
Thursday night with Mr. Gerald treal N. C. The meeting will begin
be prepared, in event they are
on Saturday and will continue
called for military service, to drive Bates, president, presiding.
through MOnday, Oct., 13.
Dr.
W.
F.
Cole,
Class
of
1902,
army automobiles or tanks.
The delegates are: Mr. P. B.
introduced
Dr.
D.
W.
Daniel,
of
Dr. Ogilby, a former chaplain in
Holtzendorff, general secretary of
Clemson,
who
was
the
chief
speakthe army, also called attention to
the "Y", Mr. Boyce Burley, school
courses in army sanitation, radio er of the evening.
of general science, Major MarAlumni members from Winston- tin, professor of mathematics, and
communications and similar engineering subjects as well as ground Salem, Salisbury, High Point, and Dr. G. H. Aull; professor of agriBurlington were present.
school and flying courses.
cultural economics.
Cecil Reed- of Fredericksburg,
University of California students
Dr. Aull will preside at the dinwere warned by President Robert Virginia, also addressed the mem- ner meeting on Oct. 12 and will
serve on the reviewing committeei
Gordon Sproul that they will be bers of the chapter.
which is appointed each year to
suspended from college if they acreview the annual report of the
tively oppose the defense program.
secretary and to bring its find"For those who prefer to fiddle
ings to the attention of the floor.
while Rome burns or to accelerate
the pace of destruction by buildW. H. Lipscomb, who completed
Dr. D. W. Daniel, retired dean of
ing private bonfires of their own,
I shall have little sympathy," he" the school of general science, is to the textile engineering course at
said. "Indeed, I may find It nec- be the guest speaker at the Ameri- Clemson in 1936, is now connected
essary \o ask some of them to de- can Banker's Institute dinner to be with Sinclair Refining Company,
Atlanta, Ga.
fer their enjoyment of an educa- held in Atlanta on October 17.
tion at the state's expense until
the life and prosperity of the state
THE DE-LUXE DINER
have been made secure by their
more patriotic fellows."
NEXT TO CAROLINA THEATER

Alumni Meets
North Carolina

Danieh A ddr esses
American Bankers

Scientists at Kansas State College are raising cattle on a diet
that substitutes powdered " limestone for alfalfa.

Originators of World's Best Hamburgers
Greenville, S. C.

FOOTBALL CONTEST
WINNERS—
—FOR WEEK ENDING OCT
1st Prize:

H. O. McMillan, Jr., $5.00 cash

5TH—

Cadet L. Richards, Cadet Nathan J. Thomas, Cadet

2nd prize:

Mrs. O. W. Beale, $2.50 cash

R. J. Kennerty, Jr., Miss 'Tirzah McAlpine, Prof. W.

3rd prize:

Mrs. J. T. Foy, $1.00 cash

K. Bing, Cadet R. W. Byars, T. R. Richardson, Marion

4th prize:—Miss Harriet Sturkey, $1.00 cash

Butler, M. W. Brown, Perry Macomson, Miss Ruth

5th prize:

Fendley, Cadet Harry King, R. D. Morgan, Mr. Bill

Clayton Cargill, $1.00 cash

Drink tickets:
included.

Each good for 5 ten-cent drinks, tax

Cofer, Cadet C. F. Bessent.

ENTER OUR CONTEST THIS WEEK—BLANKS HERE
Join in the fun—win a prize. No entry fee—Nothing to buy—Just come in and
ask for a Football Contest Blank.

L C. Martin Drug Co.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
The Official College Book and Supply Store

MDtf
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Clemson Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity Installed Here Sunday Night
National Head
Has Charge
Of Installation

Defense Books
Added To Library
For Student Use

H. Roe Bartle of Kansas City,
Mo., National president Alpha Phi
Omega, scouters' service fraternity, was the principal speaker at
the installation of a chapter of
that organization here last Sunday
night, Bill Awtrey, president of
the Clemson chapter announced
this week.
The Clemson chapter is the first
to be organized in South Carolina.
Installation ceremonies were conducted in the college YMCA.
Mr. Bartle was the guest speaker at a scouters' dinner in the
Hotel Greenville last Saturday
night. Also on the program were
W. A. Dobson, regional scout executive, who presented several Eagle
Scout badges.
Charter members of the fraternity are: Frank H. Thames Jr., of
Charleston, James T. Rankin of
Charlotte P. Martin of New York
A. H. Driver of Aiken, Garvin C
McMakin of Wellford, Julian D
Dusenbury of Florence, Rufus E
Henry of Clemson, Sam E. Davis
Jr. of Brunswick Ga., John I. Barron of York, James J. Lever Jr., of
Columbia, Claude B. Poole of Gaffney, George C. Adicks, of Greenville, William Trammel, Jr. of Anderson, J. G. Young of Florence,
J. O. Taylor Jr. of Mt. Croghan,
O. B. Cannon of Newberry, Henry A. Coleman of Charleston, and
James L. Edwards, of Charleston.
Assisting in the installation service was a group from The Georgia Tech chapter.
Scout executives 0. B. Gorman
and his assistants, Ernest pittman
and Robert Black, were installed
as honorary members of the fraternity.
The faculty advisers are Dr. F.
H. H. Calhoun, Prof. E. J. Freeman, Dr. J. E. Ward, and Mrs.
Pb. Holtzendorff, R. M. Culver, C
K. Douglas, and O. B. Gorman are
the Scouting executives for this
area.

Charlotte Alumni
Fetes Visitors
The Clemson Alumni chapter of
Charlotte acted as host to all visiting alumni at a dinner Friday
night before the North CarolinaClemson game. Mr. Buck Spearman introduced Alumni Secretary
J. H. Woodward, who acted as
toastmaster.
Dr. D. W. Daniel of Clemson was
the principal speaker of the evening.

Methodists Giving
Oyster Feed Tonite
Jack Lytton, of the Wesley Foundation Council, this week announced that the ladies of the Clemson
Methodist Church are sponsoring
an oyster supper this evening In
the church basement recreation
rooms.
Supper will be served from 6-9
and the prices are: Stew-30c and
try 35c.
All cadets are invited.

New Yale College
Completes Array
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — (ACP) —
Yale University, beginning its 240tn
year, has opened Silliman College,
completing its group of ten undergraduate colleges as originally
planned.
The new college, with accommodations for 250 students, was named
for Benjamin Silliman of the class
of 1796, pioneer in scientific education and professor of chemistry and
geology at Yale from 1802 to 1853.
Pilmer S. C. Northrop, professor of
philosophy and member of the faculty for 17 years, has been appointed master of Silliman College.

NEW ARMY MEN:—Four officers of the Reserve
Corps who have been given active status and assigned to the commandant's staff at Clemson.
They are left to right: Captain E. H. Emanuel,

Captain F. B. Farr, Lieutenant F. J. Brown, and
Lieutenant E. H. McCarter. These men are all
Clemson alumni.

SeniorPlatoonFundContributions
Here they are fellows—the men
who have made contributions to
the Senior Platoon traveling fund.
There will be another list printed
later, but this will do for this
week:
Pedrosa. C; Richardson. W. H.; Foster,
B; Holly, F. L.; Le Master, H. L.; Wheeler, G A.: Styles, J. T.; Burry. S. R.; Ford,
Z. T'.: Lytton, J. O.: Copeland, H. J.;
Bolt; Derrick, J. A.: Hicks, L. A.; Vicars,
J. H.l Pettit, A. E.: McLean, W. K.; Gregg,
H. R.; Rogers, C. H.: Powell, F. L.: Cope,
G. B.- Irving, W. J.: Hess, B G.; Hmto,
E.; Rigby, R. R.; Windell, J. K.; Mellichamp. L. R.; Lester, J. R.: Allison, W.
A.; Nexsen. S M.: Kinder, W. C: Brown,
M. W.; Byars,' R. W.; Mikell, J. P.: Mueller, G. F.; McNeill, F. P.; Lee, D. C;
Baldwin, T. E.; Dixon, C. L.: Evans, C. E.l
Gregory, P. A.: Moise, R. B.; Propst, W.
S.; Knight, C. W.; Parks, W. H.: Waring,
H.; Jessen, H. H.; Bailey, W. M.; Evans,
P. C.: Sammons, J. E.; Herlong. J. B.;
Thornton. H. A.: Epps, J. W.: Kirkpatriek. O. S.: Petty, D M.; Tate, J. H.t
Webb, H. W.: McCord, H. A.; Rush. W.
J.; Sanders, E. B.; Platt, L. E.: White.
L. A.: Price. R. E.: Simpson. J. I.: Pinson: Hill. H. S.: Henry, A. M.: Higgins,
H. S.: Hill. F. B.: Savedge, ■ I. E.; Grimbell, H. G.: Simons. H ,M.: Simons, B. H.
Higgins, C. F.: Sparrow. H. G.: Murray. E. H.: Mason. R. H,: Manning. V. L.;
Barnett, P. G.; Glenn, T. R.: Davenport,
,T. I. Barnett. J. C ■. Davenport, F. S.:
Singletary, C. F.: Cannon. R. N»; Barnwell, G. H,: Sprouce, M. N.; Green. T. E.:
Herlong. P. B.; Williamson. S. A.; Williams. L. A.; ITller. M. B.; Pyles, L.;
Sams. B. B.
Pate, R. E.r Kerce, W. S.; Mayer, A.
F:. Fisher, D. W.: Probts. J. N.: Young.
J. W.; Von Weller. G S.: Godsey. J.: Rutleds-e, T. B.: Brown,' R. H.: Adams, G.:
Palmer. B. G.: James. B.: Broun. D.:
Brooks. Q. P.: Davis. J.: Jones. G. R.:
Flen, R. D.,: Flant, L. S.: Ma-win. J.:
Evans. W. E.: Driver, A. H.: Webster, R.
T.: Galidry. M OSi Harper. S. P.: Smith,
T. L.: Horton. B.: Hamilton, H. P.; Dukes,
L. M.: Evans. M. C; Crowthen, L. N.;
Southern. C. A.
Norris, J. E.: Smith. W. N.: Collum. G.
W.; Holmes, L. F.; Flowers, G. A.: Riley,
R. A.: Osteen. D. W.: McWhite. B. 0.;
Robinson. P. B.: Parks, R. G.: Traylor.
M. H.: Yates. W. J.: Rosenburg, I. M.:
West. F. T.: West. H. D.: Sibley, W. C:
Young, F M.: Lightsey. J. M.: Stewart,
W. K.: Jones. W. S.: Kitchens. R. L.:
Turner. C. A.: Wilson. H. S.; King, T.
R.: Gray. B,: Foster. S. v.: Buisti B.:
Morgan, T. E.: Stribling. T. E.: Watson.
D. A.: Watkins. M. H.: White. E. T.:
Dorn. O. G.: Cary, h. H.: Winstead. R. R.:
Woodham, J. R.: Griffin. C. B.: Wickham.
R.; Grier, J. E.: Grier. C.jfiStickel. H. R.:
Tinsley, E. D.: Bell, K R.PHogsed. R. A.:
Thomas. H. T.: Jacobs. D. H.: Grimbell.
B.: Grimbell, D.; Workman, A. C: Dailey,
J. V.
i
Townsend. R. E.; Wilson, J. G.; Raley,
J. A.; McCoy, W. T.; Ashlord, J. F.;
Badia, S. P.; Bailey, H. L.: Bradham, L.
L.; Brown, L E.; Brown, R. A.; Bute. P.
D.: Burgess, J. A.: Burnett, A. D.: Burrell. C. M.: Burton, S. M.: Canfield, J. F.:
Clawson, C. H.: Colvin. R. E.: de Loach,
F. B.: Ficklin, M. T.; Forrester, W. W.;
Chandler. A. W.: Jones, S. J.: Laughlin,
W. F.: Polatty, J G.: McDavid, R. B.:
Wilkerson, C. F.: Fick. W. W.; Brown, M,
K.: Martin, R .R.: Coachman, F. G.: Buchanan, R. L.: Sharpe. W. F.: Gregg, F.
A.: Shepiro, R. N.: Hilburne, J. E.: Cannon, C. D.: Hempstead, R. L.: Miley. G.
S.: Benjamin. I.: DeLaney. A H.: Garfinkle. N.: Campbell. C: Rogers. S. S.:

TRADE WITH YIUR FELLOW STUDENT

AMOCO SERVICE STATION
CLEMSON, S. C.
Washing, Greasing—Gas and Oils—Tire Repairing
Student Owned and Operated
Charlie Bickley, Mgr.

Hodges, J. P.; Dent, H. N.; 'Graves, C. C:
Davis, T.; Way, H G.; Tarleton, J. H.;
Kay, C. W.
Gettys, R. E.; Williams, G. E.: Chapman, W. F.; Adams, T. C: Leitner, F.
W.; Alexander, W R.; Thompson, W. F.;
Norton, G. C; St'oudemire, W. J.; Frick,
M. L.; Hipp. C. J.-, McCord, Z. H.; Barton.
L, ST.; Pitts, J. J.; Alexander, D. L.:
Evans, F. J.; Buel. B. B.; Walden, A. R.;
Edwards. G. T.; Boggs, A. J.; Brown, B.
V.; Rankin, J J.; Hill, D. N.; Berry, H.
G.; Ackis. H.;' Hester, T. D.; Warner, V.
L.; Newton, W. M.: Caughman R.B.:
Owen, W. A.; Holley, H E.; Crouch. J. B.;
White. J. R.: White, T. P.: Long, H. B.;
Graham, W. H.: Morrow, J. R.; Lewis, A.:
D.: Koontz; Nickles. S. B.; King, W. H.;
Cochran, H. H.; Bamberg, G. H.; MeKensie, W. M.; Emanuel, C. M.: Wrig-ht, G.
C; Gay, M. F.: Mclnnis, D. B.: Epps, E.
T.; Carter, C. F.;-Vickery, H. M.
Perkins, G. O.: Salley, A. B.: Schuler,
H. L.: Davenport, R. M.; Crenshaw, W.
P.: Varn, H. W.: Henderson, J. R.: Sizemore. J. A.: Joyner, R. S.; Malcolmson,
R. S.: Bonnette. G. H.: Shurtleff, S. J.:
Britton. W. R.: Simmons, J. C.; Jacobs.
H. W.; Wolfe. E. C; Cannon, J E.: Turner, J. W.; Minis, W. Z.: Kennedy, H. R.:
Murchison, C. A.; Hare. J W.: Hudson, J.
E.: Cougler, F. M.: Hawkins, J. X.: Ellerbee, J. E.: Joyce, C. M.; Coakley, F. H.;
Jones. M. W.: Belue, H. P.; Whisnant, W.
L.: Cheek, H.: Holland, M.; Carpenter, J.
G.; Brackett. M. M.; White, W. C: Jones,
R. H.: Haddon, F. J.: Webster, M. B.:
Williams. M. B.; Blackmon, W. E.; Suddeth, B. N.; Young, R. H,: Diokson, J. R.:
Atkinson. M. F.: Wilson, S. J.; Yoder, C.
E.: Striblings, C: Peek. J. M.
Dukes. J. D.: Hungerford, D. S.: Gore,
N. V.: Haltiwanger, W. L,: Hanvey, W.
K.: Lindler. R. E.: MeArthur, J. D.: MoElveen, McNair, B. F.: MacMurphy, W.
C; Montgomery, R. M.: Moodey, J. L,:
Parker, H. N.: Parker, Tl M.: Pearltine.
I. M.; Pence, L. E.: Perry, R E.: Rabb,
J. M.: Ray, A. B.; Schreiber. W. E.: Seyler, F. W.: Shirley, L. R.: Smith, C. E.:
Sneli; F. J.; Stuodemire, D. E.: Teale, W.
H.: Thomas. G. G,: Timmerman, R. P.:
Tindall. F L.; Todd, L. O.: Wilson, C. P.;
Wiley, R.'R.: Templeton, W. D.: Casserly, J. J.: Rawson. R. F.: Edwards. J. L.:
Rankin, J. T.: Calhoun. R. A.: McFall, G.
F.: Kearse, F. Mr; O'Dell. D. G.: West. E.
M.: Stevans. H. T.: Hunter. J. B.: Sumernian, J.: VanderVoort, D. G.: Patterson,
J. L.: Jones. H. C: Turner, T. A.: Wha.itey. J. E.: O'Neal, M. T.
McMullan, W. O.: Thomas, D. G.; Sternenberg, M.: Vought, H.: Jackson, W. S,:
Lee, R. E.: Cheatham, R. E.; Phillips, J.
F. Starnea, O.; McNair, H. F.; Bird, L. S.:
Rush, S N.; Weaver, A. E,; Wolf, J. E.:
Swink, R. P.: Bellinger, H.: Bolar, C. G.:
Parris. C. A.: Williams, J. D.; Lenard, B.
R.: Crouch, D. S.: Huggins. J. W.; Berry.
R. S.: Galloway, W. A.: Arnold, C. A.;
Fairey, F. S.: Waring, H.: Josselson, B.:
Edwards. J. A.: Epps. F. M.: McCorsley,
E. F.: Engle, H. R.: MacPherson, W. J.:
Sommerville. A. W.; Horton. F. H.; Hunter, R V.: Richbourg, J. M.: Jones, H. E.:
Van Valkenburgh, J. F.: Rogers. L. D.:
Brown, J. W.: Ferguson, B. B.: Fitch, W.
C; Fairey, J. W.: Shirley. J. W.: Evans,
C. S.: Bobo, R. S.: Ellis, P. B.:. Lanham,
W. J.: Brown. E. B.: Rickenbacker, T.
B.: Hyder, B. G.: Crouch, H. L.: Watson,
J. B.: Hassell. S. M.: Ellis. R H.; Kneece.
J. D.; Beeson. M. G.: Collins, W. A.:
Reeks. N. S.; Reynolds, E. M.; Williams,
•f P.
Hoffman, C. A.: Mims, G. R.: Desgalier, O.; DeBerry, H. S.: Bauknight, W.
E.: Dickson, J. B.: Russell. J. S.: Bardin,
P. T.; Crook. W. R.: Drew. L. O.; Burley.
W. D.; Huguenin, E. P.; Braswell. H. A.;
Simon. H. M.: Dukes, D. A.; Stenstrom. E.
F.: Jacobs, G. S.: Bruorton, J P.: Kelly,
J. G.: Kimbi%ll. M. R.: Lesesne. E. H.:
New, J. R.: O'Brien. G. J.: Perry. G. T.:
Darlington. S P.: Wilds, M. C: Howell.
G. M.; Haigler. J. S.; Boy. C. T.; Mauldin.
J. A.: Cottingham. J. M.: Maness, H. M.:
Dudley. A. C: Furgueron. G. M.: Carter,
J. D.: Shuman, C. M.; Dreher, F. E.: Davis. T. E.: Dunn. J. R.: Graham. R. L.:
Poe. W N.: Dibble, A. C: Cotton, H. S.:

Cloaninger, J. M.: Coleman, J. R.: McDonald, A. B.: Rabb. R. O.; Renty, A. W.;
Steadman, W. W.; Ross, T. F.
McDaniel, J H.; Crosswell, F. D.: Miller, A. B.; Hin'nant, F. K.; Cuthbert. F. P.:
Williams, G. H.; Davant, C: Etheredge,
H. M.: Quattlebaum, J. M.; Marvin, R. E.;
Skat-don. J W.; Long, R. E.; Frowen, J.
N.: Cadelle, C. E.; Simpson, J. L.: Rickenbaker, M. W.: Evans. J. H.; Potter, C.
L.: Crayton, T. W.: Higgins. J. C; Hammett, L O.; Weaver. T. H.; Edwards, J.
E.: Bond, L. P.: Kellett, J. C; Boyd, W.
B.: Kilingsworth, T. E.; Cranford, W.
D.: Waldmann. B. W.; London, J. K.:
Thomas. J. M.; Hopper. J. E.; Roper. F.
F.; Thoma'son, J. E.; Stone, A. M.; Kay.
R. A.; Stone, J. C; Phillips, J.; Toms.
R. B.; Hawkins, M. R.: Milton. S. J.;
McMillau, J. F.: Gregory, A. H.; Hammond, L. C: Bessent, T. A.; Bessent, C.
F.: Park, W C; Welsh, S. J.; Baber, C.
B.: Bennett. G. G.
Hammond. J. W.: Nalley, A. C.; Manly,
J. B.: Morgan. C. C; Sims. R. Y.; Glenn,
C. J.: Parrish, B. C; Godley, W. CV;
Causey, J. F.: Caldwell, F. H.: Botts, J.
A.: Rosenwig. J. H.: Breazeale, T. C:
Mathias. F. T.; Pinson. W.. C: Compton, E S.: Branmon. T. C; Kiuett, T. C:
Beaudrot. C. R.: Guest, T. F.: Chaplis, P.
C; Floyd, L. O.; Leaine, L. J.; Hufford,
R. G.; Dantzler. L. A.; Fletcher, G. L.:
Carter. L. D.: Lee, C. M.; Pitehford, C.
W.: Tingle, A. M.: Pitts. W. M.: Edmunds. S. D.; Berry, M. C; Dunham, E.
W.: Jones, J. K.: Sherill. C. R.; Thrailkil,
B. E.: Hunter, E. D.: Barton, J. H.: Monk.
F. S.: Sturgis. H. L.; Cely, W H.: Clotfelter, J. B.; Yecko, A. H.: McDowell, N.
0.
Burhmaster, D. H.; Wallace, V. X.:
Bobo, J. E.; Pitts, P. L.; Martin, W. D.;
Pearce, S. B.: Surrat, F. H.: Jackson. J.
C: Griffith, J. B.: Lee, W. K.: Graham,
C. C; Sottile. V. N.; Fennell, R. C; Califf,
J. W.; Leisman. K. J.: Lane. J\ V.: Weingartner, R. W.: Waddey, C. M.; Hughes, S.
C: Richards. L.: Meeks. C. D.: VanDuvne,
E. W.; Morris, E. W.: Saborio, J. R.; MeMaster, S. R.: Murray, F. H.: Moise. M.:
Bowman, P. K.; Wescoat, R. Y.: Ford. J.
T.; DuBose, E. M.: Gamble, J. B.: Mims,
C. M.: Turner. W. C: Howard, J. W.: Ingram, C. H.; Dukes, C. L.
Marsters, F. H.: Crosswell, J. E.;
Brooks, E.: Waddell, R. G.: Ross, L. G.;
Williams. H. C; Marbury, F. G.; Porter,
W. B.: Osborne, J. H.; Boulware, J. E.:
Kratzer, B. E.: Bridges; Bridges; Salters,
J.; Berry, R. J.; Dobsons. S. T.; Guyton,
R.; Thompson; Wentzel. D. B.; Tallerast:
Gardiner; Allen. J. E.; Ayers. R. R.;
Link, R A.; Horton, J. I.: Lytton, K.;
Franks, W. H.; Seigler, C. W.; Strom, L.
S.; Leckie. W. R.; Rhodes, T. L.; Elliott,
J. E.; Elliott, E. S.: Bellon, A.: Wall, H.
A.: Bishop, G. B.: Irwin, W. F.; Belser,
T. H.: Burns. R. E.: Hance, L. W.; Small,
C. P.; Rast, S. M.; Devlin, J. R.; Tupper,
P.; Martin, W. P.; Gregg. R. D.: Bethea,
J. O.: Bundrick, J. S. Marshall, J. L
Bieman, H. D.; Hagen. J. G.; Coker, H.;
Hagood, T. R.; Harrison, R. T.; Kerr, W.
E.; Baxley, J. B.: Wilson. B. R.; Walsh,
B. L.; Wylie, O. W.: Stroud. M.C.; Wright.
E. P.; Marlin, J. H.; Holman, J. A.;
Glenn. G. R.: Chandler. R. E.; Catheart,
R. S.; Cato, L. R.; Carton, S.; Carpenter,
R. B.; Gayton. R. A.: Guess, J. B.; Chalmers, J. F.; Parr. C. B.; Carpenter, O. O.:
Byrd. W. B.; Robinson, W. F.: Nelson, G.
S.: Cannon, J. T.; Armour, T. S„ Jr.;
Darby, H. B.; Barrineau, E. R.: McElveen.
J. r.; Howell. L. C; Wright, W. D.;
Brown, J. A.: Poutt, W. A.
Ryan, T. H.; Chapman, J E.: MeCullum, J. B.; Hemphill. J. C; Bird. J. P.:
Zeigler. H. E.: Baker, W. H. W.: Carlson,
W H.; Watson, M. E.: DuRant, E. C;
Smith. C. N.: Osborne. E. 1^. B.: Cone, T.
W.: Webb, J. W.; Martin, J. H.; Bowen,
T. L.; Boatwright. E O.: Eerlong. J. E.;
Bobo, E. P.: Chodwick, J. W.; Garreaux,
J. H.: Bobrow, A. E.; Pearce. D. F.; Richardson, C. G.: Mown. E. M.; Zakheim. R.:
Flowers, H. S.; Forbes, B. C: Ford. J.
M.; Freeman. F. W.; Fowler. W. W.; Webster. J. O.: Freeman, P. E.; Gantt, A. D.;
Galphin, G.; Sanders, Fi P.
S. W. Freeny, W. H. Miller. D. O. Mar-
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Miss Cornelia Graham, librarian,
announced this week that numerous books pertaining to the different industrial phases of national
defense have been ordered for the |
college library. These
books are i
listed in the August issue of Book
list under
an article by Charles j
M. Modhhardt on "'Industrial i
Training
for National Defense.'"
Mr. Mohrhardt gives a selected
list of. eurrent titles for books designed to be used by engineering
and vocational students, machinists and skilled workmen, and designers.
On Airplanes
and
airplane
construction is a book by F. E.
Loudy, Metal Airplane Structuresr
This practical engineering manual
discusses the design and structural
elements of the major component
parts of various airplanes.
Industrial Electricity, by John
M. Nadon and B. J. Gelmine, includes material on the fundamentals of electricity and magnetism,
and also has a section on electrical algebra, goeometry, and trigonometry. The book is based on
the authors' experience as an instructor in the apprentice school
of the Ford Motor Co.
Under Foundry work Mr. Mohrhardt lists Metal Castings, by Harry
Ii. Campbell, a textbook of the metals and processes used in produc-.
ing metal castings.
The Machine Shop Training
Course, by Franklin D. Jones, is
based on the personal experiences
of the author in machine and
manufacturing shops. In two volumes it, completely covers the field
of Machine shop practice.
Thurman C. Crook in Simplified
Mechanical Drawing has prepared
a clear textbook for beginners in
this subject.
On radio will be found The
Radio Manual for radio engineers,
inspectors, students, and radio
fans. This useful handbook covers
all details of radio, and features
a description of and maintenance
data for representative commercial
apparatus.
Machine Woodworking by Herman Hjorth clearly and accurately describes the various woodworking machines and operations which
they can perform. Separate chapters discuss band and jig saws,
lathes, circular saws, sanding machines, and shop layout and maintenance.
These and many other books will
be found useful to the engineering
students who desire information
described in simple, understandable
language. Libraries over the entire
country are eager and ready to cooperate with the government, on
the national defense program, Miss
Graham said.

RUTHERFORD INVADES BE NGAL LAIR

HOLLYWOOD ANN ARRIVES—Here is Ann
the film girl with A. M. Burks, Metro-GoldwynMayer manager for this area, as they arrived on

the campus here^ast week. The stripes on the
right of pretty Rutherford belong to D. J. Ross,
reception committee.

DINING:—She was immediately whisked off to
the Mess Hall where lunch was in waiting. Here
she is dining with Major L. B. Smith and other

cadet officers, Note Ann's smile and
medals.

INSPECTING:—Of course she was anxious to see
Clemson's famed Senior Platoon, which she like
others over the country have heard so much

about. And here she is inspecting the rifle of
James A. Shirley. Platoon Commander John L.
Gregory. holds the weapon for her examination.

INSPIRING:—"Wherc're those Roaring Bengals,
the Country Gentlemen of the Oconee hills?"
she queried. And the crowd was off to catch the
football squad just before it entrained for Charlotte and the Wolfpack. She frabbed a megaphone, hopped aboard the platform and rattled off

her finest pep talk. From left to right the footballers are Chippy Maness, Charles Tisdale, a
cadet, Ray Hamer, Marion Craig (behind Hamer),
Booty Payne, and Johnny Stveatte. All photos
by John Harvey.
\

Franklin Junior
Aids FD's Race
Formation of a Roosevelt College
Club division with Langdon P.
Marvin, Jr., President of the Harvard Student Council, as President,
and Mary Jackson, '42, President
of the Smith College Democratic
Club, as Vice-President, was announced today by Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Jr. Mr. Roosevelt is coordinating the youth work in the
Democratic campaign.
The statement of the Roosevelt
College Clubs declared:
"Because
the New Deal has
been youth's deal we are organizing the Roosevelt College Clubs „o
seek its continuance under the tested leadership of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
"This administration has helped
youth with deeds:
"It has established the National
Youth Administration, which from
month to month has aided an average of 750,000 young people.
"It has established the Civilian
Conservation Corps, which has aided an average of 300,000 young people.
"The New Deal's youth program
has meant increased educational
opportunity; it has meant
work
and job training; it has meant
health and recreation. That is why
four out of every five persons (according to recent Gallup
Polls)
favor making the NYA and CCC
permanent activities of our government."
Mr. Roosevelt, Jr., said that the
College Clubs would have as their
aim getting out the first voters with
aid to undergraduates in securing
absentee ballots; clarifying campaign issues in the educational
community; helping in routine
campaign work, such as canvassing and speaking.
"The Roosevelt College Clubs
will be the official campaign organization in the colleges," Mr.
Roosevelt announced, "and
will
have the support of the Young
Democrats, the Roosevelt First
Voters Leagues, and the Roosevelt
Young Progressives." The headquarters will be the Hotel Biltmore.
Any student or faculty member, regardless of political affiliation, will
be eligible for membership.
For the fifth consecutive year
Clemson's Tigers have a "Payne"
in store for their opponents. It
was Oliver Payne during the seasons of 1936-37-38; Joe Payne in
1937-38-39; and now Booty Payne
is starting his varsity career with
the Tigers. The three boys are
brothers, from Greenville, S. C.
tin W. R Wilson, D. M. Biokenbacher,
L. F. Pursely, A. M. Windell, Joe Jolly,
W. ].. Johnson, R. V. Boggn, J. W. Harris. Kenneth Stuck. M. Shealy, J. Martin.
P. D Arled^e, C. W. Hartz, R. M. Anderson R. L. Allison. E. E. Dodsoli. R. H.
Fowler H. R. Barnard, G. H. Braaley, L.
H Allen, J. C Bolt, 0. A. Copeland. B.
P. Lawhorn, J.' N. McDonald, W. R. R'ddick, R. E. Turna«e.
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Deacon-Tiger Classic Will Feature Powerful Lines, Elusive Backs
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Old Gold And Black Writer Stresses Class 0/ Both Teams
By J. S. MACE
Clemson upset the dope buckets Saturday. Nearly everyone we talked to before the game thought that Clemson had
S^had a good teams and all that, but that State was just too
good for us. Mr. Litkenhous national authority on football
ratings, had the Tigers ranked below fiftieth in the national
football ratings, one touchdown behind the North Carolina
team. That was all very well because Clemson hadn't played any large teams to make a name for itself this year. Victories over P. C. and Wofford are victories, of course, but after all you can't be a national champion by beating small
teams. And after all, N. C. State has beaten some goodsized teams, William and Mary and Davidson. At any rate
Clemson went into the game as the underdog and State was
the favorite.
Aubrey Rion soon fixed that situation, however, by scoring early in the first quarter to start the ball rolling. Then
Timmons added another tally, and after that the outcome
was obvious. Even though the Wolfpack came back during
a Clemson letdown to score on a long forward pass, the Tiger
team was never in serious danger. The last two scores were
entirely unnecessary and only added to the rout of the North
Carolinians.
TIMMONS GETS GOING
If Timmons gets the credit for the one outstanding player of the game, and he undoubtedly deserves the honor, it
is just barely possible that something we wrote in this column could have had a little to do with Timmons' excellent
game. It happened this way. Timmons hadn't been doing
such good playing during the early part of the season. In
fact his showing in the Wofford and P. C. games was of
such negligence that Coach Howard was seriously contemplating changing Tuffy over to the second squad and moving Calloway Stanford, former bohunker, up into the starting team at spinback. To tell the truth, Stanford turned in
h stellar performances in the season's two initial games,
that Howard just couldn't afford to let him remain on the
bench. And if you remember, we shot a lot of bull in this
corner last week about Stanford being on the first team.
Maybe Timmons read it and got mad, or maybe he just suddenly hit his stride. At any rate, no matter what the cause
was, Timmons certainly went to town against the Wolfpack.
Handling the ball on three of the four Tiger touchdown
plays, and making one of the tallies himself, Tuffy ripped
the State line to shreds on play after play to show even
better form than his perfect performance against the Boston
College Eagles in the Cotton Bowl last year. Timmons was
the leading ground gainer of the day, making a total of 94
yards rushing through the line.
AUBREY SCORES TWICE
Another of the starring Tiger players was Aubrey Rion,
who scored twice on the same identical play, and who was
the second highest ground-gainer of the game. On two occasions, as noted above, the speedy Rion scored on a reverse,
Timmons to Coleman to Rion. Neither time was Aubrey in
any danger of being tackled, so clean was the field cleared
of opposition.
Tid Tinsley, and Chippy Maness were two more standbys in the backfield, Maness getting off several good punts,
and Tinsley scoring the final touchdown.
LINE BLOCKS
In addition to the backfield men, the entire line did especially well in opening holes for the backs and tackling
on defense. George Fritts was the standout at tackle, evidently profiting by the lectures Coach Howard has given
him on resting on past laurels. Joe Blalock showed his allConference heels to the Wolfpack on several passes, and
was invincible on defense. Frank Dietz, the little bundle
of dynamite, held down the guard position perfectly, and
Red Sharpe was a steadying hand of the outfit.
WHAT CAUSED THE VICTORY
Several items are responsible for the Tigers better
showing: One is the improved pass defense. Of fourteen
passes attempted, only six were completed by the Wolfpack
and four of them were intercepted. Nearly all of the passes
that State completed were tried during that one Tiger letdown in the second quarter. Other than those and that
touchdown pass that gave State their only tally, the Bengals were well-nigh invincible through the air. There is
one big factor that the Country Gentlemen will have to
learn before they expect to beat Wake Forest Saturday and
that is blocking. Without it even the best All-American
back can do nothing, and several examples of this Tiger
lack could be found in the game Saturday. We're not talking about the blocking of the line; that was almost perfect,
but the blocking backs put in by Coach Howard were almost ineffective against the Wolfpack defense. Once or
twice we saw the Bengal interference almost deliberately
fail to take out an opposing player. As Coach Howard said:
"We won the game, but our blocking didn't look so good
while we were doing it."
PREP FOR DEACONS
And now the Tigers are prepping for Saturday's game
with the Demon Deacons of Wake Forest. Maybe we're
overly pessimistic about this particular game, but right at
present we're hoping against hope that the players will
learn lots more about blocking before they attempt to lock
horns with the Wake Forest bunch. Anyway, we're keeping our fingers crossed, hoping for the best.
LET'S GET ONE THING STRAIGHT
There's one very important point we would like to clear
up about Clemson school spirit and cheering at football
games. First of all, we think that the school spirit here at
Clemson is tops, and that's barring none. Secondly Clemson students cheer at football games because they want to
and not because someone says they have to.
We heard a remark at a football game the other day,
and it sort of made us mad. One spectator, from a rival
school, was watching a football game between Clemson and
his alma mater. Said the student while listening to our
cheers, "No wonder they cheer so well, that's a military
college, and they are required to cheer at games." That's a
mistaken impression. Clemson students are not required to
cheer by the commandant, the president or anyone else.
They have student cheerleaders, elected by student body,
and these cheerleaders teach the typical Clemson yells to
the cadets at voluntary pep meetings. At a football game,
for instance, the cheerleaders merely ask the cadets to
cheer; the boys have a choice of cheering or not, as they
wish. Maybe that's the reason for the 100 per cent cooperation the cheerleaders receive, because psychology teaches
us that one can get something done much better by asking
than by demanding.

Game Slated To
Top Southern
Weekend Contests
By JOE SHERMAN
CLEMSON, Oct. 9— What happens when a steamroller crashes
full speed ahead into a solid wall
will be answered when the spectacular Wake Forest running attack
aims its big guns at the air-tight
Clemson defense here next Saturday afternoon. The klckoff is at
2 o'clock.
Past games can be the only measuring stick of the two teams, and
past performances show an almost
unstoppable Deacon offense and an
equally unpassable Clemson defense. Wake Forest has run up a
net gain from scrimmage of 865
yards in three games. Clemson has
allowed a net gain from scrimmage
of 112 yards in three games.
For three fourths of this groundgaining, the Deacons have depended upon slippery Tony Gallovich,
Jolting John Polanski, and J. V. (A
Star Was Born) Pruitt. Gallovich
has contributed 242 yards, Polanski
207, and Pruitt 151.
In stopping opposition rushes the'
Tigers have called upon its two
outstanding tackles, George Fritts
and Bill Hall. Both of these boys
have roamed around the field sensationally, unloading on ball.carriers time and again for losses or
very short gains. And grossly important is the work of Guards
Wade Padgett and Frank Dietz,
with Joe Blalock and Hugh Webb
playing equally valuable roles at
the flanks.
To be seriously considered in any
thrusts at the Clemson line is the
line-backing work of Centers Bob
Sharpe and Charlie Wright, blocking Backs Dan Coleman and Marion Craig.
■ Don't count the Clemson running
game out of the offensive picture
and by all means don't omit the
Deacon line from defensive speculations. The Tigers, in fact, have
ground out 842 yards from scrimmage. The Wake Forest defense
has allowed only 129 yards to be
gained running. Five Tigers have
figured heavily in the running; Sid
Tinsley (189), Charlie Timmons
(146), George Floyd (130), Ed Maness (115) and Aubrey Rion (99).
The two passing games look about
the same. Clemson has completed
10 of 26 for a gain of 184 yards.
Wake Forest has completed 12 of
27 for 178 yards. Each team has had
one pass intercepted. Clemson
has come down with 10 enemy
heaves, Wake Forest has intercepted no opposition pass.
So, instead of one steamroller offense and one solid wall, Saturday's
Conference headliner looks like two
steamrollers, two solid walls.

Bengals Crush
State 26-7 In
Warm-Up Game

Banks Thrilling
Pro Fans Still
Banks
McPadden,
Clemson's
leather tossing, swivel-hipping, ailAmerican warrior of the 39 football season, has left his native state
to join the pigskin parade of professional players up North. Banks,
classed by many as the most outstanding athlete ever to wear the
purple and gold of Clemson, has
gotten a firm foothold in the long
road to national success as a pigskin toter.
Banks joined the Brooklyn Dodgers late this fall and since then
he has been praised by many papers and professional sports writers
as one of the real finds of the season. Dodger fans can make no mistake in the skill of young McFadden, because he has what it takes.
In his first professional game
Banks ripped off a brilliant 24yard gallop on s naked reverse
before he was halted on the 1-fcot
line. Manders, a fellow teammate,
went over on the next play.
New
Yorkers like this lanky young
Southerner, and he has already
made a place for himself in the
hearts of football lovers everywhere.

Eight "Dischords"
Tapped By Honor
Music Fraternity
The Clemson chapter of Mu
Beta Psi, national music fraternity, tapped eight Band
members at a meeting early
this week. The announcement
was made at band practice
Tuesday night by S. J. Shurtleff, president of the local
chapter.
The "Dischords" are: H. M.
Correll, H. P. Belue, and L. C.
Harmon, Seniors; and R. B.
Day, G. C. Adickes, W. H.
Donly, H. A. Coleman, and F.
C. Haddon; Juniors.
The ten-day initiation period
began immediately after the an■ nouncemen t.

"TUFFV TIMMONS—CLEMSON

ALL-AMERICAN
mons along with
for the nation's
hurt his chances

(?) .-—Already sportswriters are ballyhooing TimKimbrough of Texas Aggeis as a serious contender
top honors. Saturday's game wiith State didn't
one iota either.

Statistics On State Game
First downs
Yards gained rushing
Forward passes attempted
Forward passes completed
Yards gained passing
'.
Passes intercepted by
Yards gained runback of intercepted
passes
Punts
,
Punting average
Total yards punts returned
Oponents "fumbles recovered
Yards lost by penalties

Seabrook, Balfour
Are Named To
Horticulture Posts
At a recent meeting of the Horticulture Club, P. D. Seabrook was
elected vice-president and F. H.
Balfour was named reporter. Other
officers, carried over from last year
are W. B. Matthews, president and
H. S. Berry, secretary and treasurer.
Seabrook is from Charleston, and
Balfour is from Orlando, Fla. Both
are horticulture seniors.
Have you entered the Football
Contest at Martin's this week?

DAVENPORT'S
The Shop For College Men
207 N. Main St.

Tigers a 26 to 7 victory at Charlotte and raised their stock for
the Wake Forest game at Clemson Saturday. (Dally Mail Photo.)

AUBREY RION goes through a "wagon hole" in the North Carolina
State line from the oneyard line for a Clemson touchdown in the
first quarter. It was this kind of blocking by linemen that gave the

Greenville, S. C.
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Clemson Alumnus
Succumbs In Cal.
News reached here this week of
the death of Lt. Colonel Belton O.
Kennedy, U. S. Army, retired.
Colonel Kennedy was a Clemson alumnus (class '05) and during his student days here he was
the ranking cadet officer. At the
age of 32 he served as a lieutenant colonel in. the Field Artillery
during the World war.

Coach Howard's Tigers . have
done it again. This time the victim was N. C. State by the score
of 26-7. Although rated at least
one touchdown better than the
Country Gentlemen, the N. C. State
Wolfpack were unable to put anything over on the Tigers as they
piled up line play after line play
and knocked down pass after pass.
FIRST BLOOD
Clemson drew first blood early
in the first quarter as Aubrey Rion
scored standing up, running
the
ball from a tricky reverse. The
score had been set up by Maness, Blalock, and Timmons. The
single play that put the ball within reaching distance of the goal
line was Maness' 30 yard pass to
all-Southern end Joe Blalock. The
pass was completed on the State
40, and fleet-footed Joe 'ran on
down to the 24 before being stopped by the Wolfpack safety man.
rion scored two plays later and
then turned around and kicked the
extra point to put Clemson ahead
by 7-0.
After an exchange of punts following the kick-off,
Clemson
again was within scoring distance,
but this time the Wolfpack brought
its trouble on itself by virtue of
a fifteen yard talking penalty. In
four tries from the six yard line,
Clemson finally managed to get
the necessary blocking, and Tuffy
Timmons lugged the ball through
a three yard hole to score standing up. The extra point was missed. The Country Gentlemen were
off to the races by 13-0.
STATE SCORES
Then the vaunted State pass attack began to click and after two
completed passes, a punt exchange,
and an incomplete toss, Stated
end managed to evade Chippy
Maness, gather the soaring ball
into his arms and score with no
one
within touching
distance.
Fehley's try for the extra point
was good and Clemson had been
gained on 13-7.
The remainder of the second
quarter was largely uninteresting
with few plays to bring the spectators to their feet. Maness got
off a 72 yard quick kick to i.et
the Wolfpack \ick on their goal
line, but nothing developed from
the play.
The Clemson second team began its display of power after
the half, and pushed the ball to
the State nine, where the attack
bogged down, and the North Carolina team kicked safely out of
danger. Then Coach Howard sent
the first team back into the game
to put the finishing blow to the
now staggering Staters. With Rion
and Timmons alternating at carrying the ball, Clemson drove to the
State 5, where Rion lugged the
pigskin over in an exact duplication of the play that scored the
first touchdown. Again the extra
point was no good, but Clemson
was safely in the lead 19-7.
DEFENSE INVINCIBLE
Then N. C. State took the offensive, throwing pass after pass
in a vain attempt to make up the
twelve points Clemson had on
them. But the Bengals were not to
be stopped. Knocking down four
straight passes, the Tiger team
took over possession of the ball
on the State 15. Then an end run
started with Sid Tinsley carrying

GEORGE FRITTS—CLEMSON

GIANT of the Clemson forward
wall is George Fritts, allSouthern tackle of last season, who opens up chasms in
opposing lines.
the ball around the right side of
the line behind beautiful blocking.
He scored standing up without an
opposing hand touching him. Booty
Payne, who had gone in to sub
for Maness, kicked the extra point
to finish the fireworks 26-7.
TIMMONS STARS
Timmons was the main cog In
the attack of the Country Gentlemen with Maness, Tinsley; Floyd,
and the whole line taking part in
a mass attempt at stardom.
Going into the game ranking
below fiftieth in the national football ratings, Clemson's victory will
no doubt pull them up to within
reaching distance of the top, and
will put them even with Tennessee
and other leaders in the Southern
Conference.
S. M. Newsom, who was graduated from Clemson Textile School in
1934 and was with Parker High
School, Greenville, S. C, is now
with Sinclair Refining Co., Atlanta, Ga., as industrial engineer.
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Anderson, South Carolina

By LES CANSLER
Sports Editor, Old Gold and Black
Wake Forest College
WAKE FOREST, N. C. —Clemson College, snuggled so neatly
back into the foothills of the greea
Appalachians, might not know it,
but up here in this quiet little Baptist town, where the only uniform
ever seen is the olive drab of the
local national guardsmen,
they
have a friend.
It's a hard thing to describe—
this friendsnip—but we here in Oeacontown can t help but feel that
it exists. If not, wny was Clemsoa
Wake Forest's Homecoming foe in
1938, and why was Wake Forest
Clemson's Homecoming foe in 1939?
Why
does the Deacon's
second
straight excursion into Tigertown
marK another Homecoming Saturday, and why, with such foes as
North Carolina and Texas Tech
also on the home schedule, does
Clemson have the inside track on
Wake Forest's 1941 Homecoming?
Accidents? Pardon me while I
grin!
To us up here in Carolina (Nawth
Carolina, suh!) it merely adds up
to the fact that Clemson and Wake
Forest, both small, male colleges,
both located just a few miles from
nowhere, both seeking national
prominence, and both putting out
darn good football teams, are naturals.
Mind you, however, that I do say
naturals witn my lingers crossed.
We realize that in 1938 in a driving
rain, by virtue of two slashing passes that the most liberal of our
backs wouldn't have called, we went
down by a 7-0 score. We also remember that last year thanks to a
back named Timmons and an end
named Blalock, we came up on the
short end of ,a 20-7 rope.
But just the same we're coming
back for more. Anyway, we haven't
been beaten since last year's Armistice Day engagement and who
knows, we might have put the old
jinx on you. The only trouble is,
there's an old saying that "what
happens twice, happens
thrice",
and it's run true to form on more
than one occasion.
The Deacons pull out tomorrow
around noon, but you can bet your
bottom dollar that before Coaea
"Peahead" Walker steps aboard
he'll scan the heavens and pray for
a little rain and a heckovalot of
cold weather, or Sol takes a terrible toll from the Deacons who,
unfortunately, are the proud (?)
owners of the "smallest squad in
the state" and it's a settled fact
that the further South you go the
hotter it gets. Yep, fellows, we're
holding on to our almanacs up
here for we realize that in order
to come anywhere within sight of
the Tiger—much less to grab his
tail—we've got to be blessed with
a dash of atmosphere from the
Mason and Dixon ,and all points
north. Last year one of the game's
biggest factors was Jess Neely's
ableness to alternate two complete
teams and then some against our
rather tired Deacons.
But don't sell Saturday's clash
too short or dig down too deep below the surface of things. It does
have the markings of a great contest. Both squads are still in the
highest rank of America's football
army and meeting of the unbeaten
giants should attract a pretty good
portion of the national—at least
the southern—spotlight.
Your Bengals have decisive victories over Presbyterian, Wofford
and—bless the saints—N. C. State
—our most-hated rival. Our Dea«
cons have shot down
William
Jewell's Cardinals, 79-0, resoled the
University
of North
Carolina's
Heels, 12-0, and withstood Furman's Hurricane, 19-0. (Attention
coaches: there,
gentlemen, is a
football team!)
Of course when the dust finally
settles over your big square—it
isn't exactly an oval or bowl, is it?
—.and all the guys have pulled their
heads in from the windows of the
dormitory across from the press
box, there'll be a big, black spotch
on the record of one outfit. After
all, a club can't win 'em all.
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Scabbard And Blade Frat Taps Eleven Men At Retreat Ceremony
Aull Releases
Revised List Of
Scholarship Men

OFFICER:—Dr. Porter Caughman, Coumbia veterinarian, is
vice-president of the national
alumni association. He has long
been an active supporter of all
Clemson projects.

Columbia Alumni
To Stage Dinner
On Classic Eve
The Columbia Alumni
chapter is holding a dinner
meeting Wednesday of Fair
Week for all Clemson alumni
visitors to Columbia for the
Carolina-Clemson game.
This meeting, to be held
in the Wade Hampton Hotel,
will begiin at 5:30 P. M., and
tickets for the Carolina-Clemson freshman game will be
on sale at the meeting. Members will proceed from the
hotel directly to the playing
field, only a few blocks
away.
Dr. Robert Franklin Poole,
president, Dr. D. W. Daniel,
retired dean of the school of
general science, Coach Frank
Howard, and Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward will be
present from the college.
The Columbia club is also
maintaining an information
booth for Clemson alumni
and friends in the lobby of
the Wade Hampton Hotel.

Pool Takes Oath
For Full Colonel
Here This Week
Hebert M. Pool, commandant, this
week took the oath as a full colonel
In the United States Army. Lieutenant Colonel Russell F. Walthour, assistant to Colonel Pool, administered the oath.
Colonel Pool was elevated from
the rank of lieutenant Colonel.
Among the students witnessing the
oath were Seig Holmes, D. J.
Ross, L. B. Smith, Bill Awtrey, J.
L. Gregory, Edgar Ross, and other
high ranking cadet officers.
The elevation of Commandant
Pool to the rank of colonel gives
the Clemson military staff one
colonel, two lieutenant
colonels
one major, two captains, and two
first lieutenants.

Writers' Group
Honors Collings
Dr. Gflbeart H. Collings of the
Agronomy Department, was recently notified by the Board of Governors of the Eugene Field Society,
national association of authors and
journalists, that an honorary membership had been conferred upon
him in recognition of his outstanding contribution to contemporary
literature in the field of soil
science. Dr. Collings was told that
,a certificate of honorary membership engrossed on parchment paper
would be sent him.
It will be recalled that Dr. Collings was also made consulting edi •
tor last year of a new agricultural
series of college textbooks published by Blakiston & Company.

A special meeting of the South
Carolina section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers
will be held October 21 at the Wade
Hampton Hotel in Columbia, honoring Dr. R. w. Sorenson, National
President of AIEE, who is making
an inspection tour of the Southern
sections.
Dr. Sorenson and Mr. H. H. Henline, National Secretary of the
AIEE will be the principal speakers at the meeting.

Members First Team
Returning Saturday

Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward this week announced that
three members of Clemson's first
football team will return for the
Clemson-Wake
Forest
football
game Saturday.
These men are Dr. R. W. Hamilton, in charge of malaria control on
Lake Murray, Columbia; Mr. Frank
Cracked ice will emit glows and Tompkins, general
counsel
for
flashes of light if cold enough, ac- Southern Railroad, and Mr. Kelly
cording to Frances G. Wick of Howze, formerly with southern Bell
Vassar College.
Telephone Co., now retired.

• MAKE YOUR KITCHEN A DREAM KITCHEN •

C. P. MEANS THE PERFECT GAS
RANGE
For The Perfect Fuel . .. GAS

Fish Begin Dog's
Life Tomorrow;
Old Dog Has Day
Scabbard and Blade, national
honorary military fraternity, yesterday tapped eleven miltary leaders
aJ retreat ceremonies.
Those selected are Robert Roy
Pearce, brigade executive, Columbia; John L. Gregory, battalion
commander and/leader of the Senior Platton, from Lockhart; Edgar
A. Ross, regimental executive from
Savannah; Jack DesPortes battalion
commander from Fort Mill; Frank
35, Rogers, regiental executive from
Darlington; Ferrell Holley, battalion commander from Aiken; L. B.
Smith, brigade adjutant from Blossom, West Va.; John S. Mace, company commander, Charleston; Wade
H. Carder, company commander,
Bethlehem, Pa.; Charles W. Pitchford, company commander, Walhalla; and P. D. Seabrook, company
commander, John's Island.
Blade captain Tom B. Rutledge,
of Charleston, commander of the
second regiment, today announced
that these men, konwn as "fish,"
will undergo a two weeks period of
informal initiation.

Dr. W. B. Aull, vice dean of the
school of agriculture and chairman of the Sears, Roebuck Scholar ship Committee, today announced
the revised list of scholarship winners. There were six winners who,
for various reasons, were not able
to attend school. These scholarships
have been given to the top six
alternates.
The revised list of winners are:
Allison, R. L., Pauline.
Berry, E. M., Smoaks.
Canfield, J. F., Hodges.
Dantzler, J. W., Eutawville.
Dobbins, T. L., Townville.
Drew, L. O., White Hall.
Edens, J. W., Sumter.
Epps, E. T„ Kingstree.
Hardee, L. C„ Loris.
Hinson, A. E., Summerton.
Horton, J. H., Pendleton.
Irwin, W. F., Laurens.
Jones, W. S., Kershaw.
McCraw, B. M., Gaffney.
McMaster, S. R., Winnsboro.
Terry, A. S., Fountain Inn.
Todd, B. J., Lois.
Touchberry, R. W., Pinewood.
Weimortz, E. D., Williston.
Wright, E. P., Seneca.
Winebrenner, J. s., Mountville.
Horton, D. H., Pendleton.
Each of the above named students have been credited with $50,
to be paid on their first payment,
and each will be given $50 April
4, 1940, provided he makes at least
a grade point ratio of three on his
first semester work.
W. W. Gardiner, of Florence, won
the $200 sophomore scholarship. He
wil lget $100 this semester and
will receive the other $100 only if
he makes a grade point ratio of
six on his first semester work. E.
B. Collins of Conway was awarded
the $100 sophomore scholarship. He
will be given 50 this semester and
will receive the other $50 next semester provided he makes a grade
point ratio of six on his first semester's work.
L. C. Hammond, a junior from
Seneca, represented the Clemson
Sears Scholarship Club at the .annual meeting in Chicago this
summer. Each of the representatives were given an additional
scholarship of $100.
Records shown at this meeting
showed that the Sears Scholarship
students from Clemson had the
best scholarship average of the
sixteen schools represented.

CAA Flight Training
Begun Here By Fifty Electrical Engineers
Fifty students began C. A. A. To Meet In Columbia
flight training here this week, forty
in the basic course and ten in the
advanced unit, it was announced today by Dean S. B. Earle, coordinator
of Civil Flight Training. All ground
work is to be done on the campus, the actual flying to be done
at the Anderson Municipal Airport.
Ground work for the primary
course, consisting of training in
navigation and meteorology, is being taught by Professor R. E.
Gee and Ben Jordan. Advanced
ground work, consisting of navigation and mechanical training, is
taught by Dr. J. H. Sams and Ben
Jordan. Complete equipment, including air-cooled and water-cooled motors, has been secured for
use in the ground school.
The flight contact is held by
Southern Airways, Inc. Four Taylor Cubs are available for the primary unit, and a new 220 horse
powered Waco will be used in the
advanced course.

"M

Rogers Announces
Agrarian Staff

decorator; center, Katherine Jett, Spartanburg, for Frank Horton,
publicity; bottom left, Martha Todd, Anderson, for Duck Lindsay,
placing; and Ernestine Sitton, Easley, for George Coakley, floor
committee.

SPONSORS:—Announced by Frank Horton, CD A publicity man,
are the above young ladies sponsoring for members of the Central
Dance Association during the coming Autumn Ball series
They
are top left, Jeanette Dukes, Orangeburg, for Grover Henry, treasurer; top right, Connie Lanier, Augusta, for Johnny Swearingen,

Tiger Takes The Air
On First Program
Last Friday Noon
The Tiger went on the air over
Station WAIM last Friday at 12:15
for the first of a series of weekly
programs. This series is sponsored
by The Tiger and is under the direction of Joe Chuharski, Bill Early
and Jack Klink.
Last Friday's program began with
a summary of the news of the week
by Neil Elphick, managing editor
of the Tiger; next was a review of
the editorial page by Joe Chuharski. This was followed by "Oscar
sez" by Jimmie Nesbitt. Last was
sports coverage by Bill Early. Jack
Klinck was chief announcer, and SC. Stribling was control man.
This week the program will feature the Jungaleers, Clemson's
dance band. The Tiger programs are
put on the air through the courtesy
of Paul Browne, manager of Station WAIM.

Kappa Alpha Sigma
Hears Jesse Jones
Jess Willard Jones, assistant professor of agronomy, spoke to the
members of Kappa Alpha Sigma,
Clemson's chapter of the American
Society of Agronomy, last Tuesday
at their meeting in the agricultural
auditorium.
Professor Jones spoke on Eugenics, the science which deals with
the human aspect of genetics. He
brought out several points about
the science in an interesting manner.
Marshall Walker, of Rock Hill,
president of the fraternity, presided.

Willis Attending
National Meeting
Dean Willis will attend the semiannual meeting of the textile school
deans to be held in New York City
on October 14-16. This meeting is
being sponsored by trie Textile
Foundation. Problems of mutual
interest to the various textile
schools will be discussed.

TRADE AT YOUR NEAREST

HARPER'S 5c & 10c STORE
For All Your Inexpensive Items

Jepson Has Brilliant Record Which
Indicates Excellent Program Oct. 21
Helen Jepson, glamorous Metropolitan Opera soprano who will be
heard here on Monday, October 21,
at the Clemson Field House has
crowded into her brief career a notable series of successes in. opera,
concert and radio.
Today, her appearances are outstanding events that engage the attention of the musical world. Seldom has there been an artist more
versatile and artistically equipped to
give the music-loving public a full
measure of exhilaration.
Helen Jepson's debut at the
Mertopolitan Opera opposite Lawrence Tibbett brought to that august
institution a figure that was the
personification of youthful charm,
blessed with a beautiful voice and a
spontaneous flair for the stage. Her
presence has graced colorful performances
of
"La
Traviata,"
"Faust", "Boheme,"
"Pagliacci,"
"Otello", "Manon" "M a r t h a,"
"Thais"and "Tales of Hoffman."
Two other important revivals in
which Miss Jepson sang the leading roles were "Pelles et Melisande," and the "Love of Three
Kings." This golden-haired enchantress is, indeed, one of the
prime favorites of The Golden
Horseshoe.
The glorious voice, animated intelligence and winning individuality of this artist have been shared by the Chicago
Civic Opera
Company
where she has been

largely responsible for a remarkable renaissance of interest^and activity. Her appearances in "Otello",
"Traviata," "Martha," "La Boheme," "Louise" and "The Love of
Three Kings" ' have been 6heer
triumphs in The Windy City. As
for her performance in "Thais," It
was so brilliant that immediately
critics hailed her as "The New
Thais"—calling her the successor
to such illustrious artists as Mary
Garden, Geraldine
Farrar and
Maria Jeritza, who sustained the
high tradition of this role during
their opera careers.
In addition to this, Helen Jepson has been in demand as soloist
in concert and oratorio, with impressive appearances at Carnegie
Hall, as solo soprana in Bach's
great "B Minor Mass" with the New
York Oratorio Society; at the big
May Festival in Cincinnati, as soloist in Verdi's "Requiem,"
In
Bach's "St. Mathew's Passion" and
in Dumler's "Stabat Mater", also
at the Ann Arbor Spring Festival
and the Worcester Festival.
This splendid record was not an
overnight affair of magic with Miss
Jepson. Her history is one of hard
work from early girhood. Not disdaining small opportunities, she
built upon them, step by step,
creating, a foundation of solid
equipment for each and every
eminence achieved in her brilliant
musical career.

FFA Delegate Will
Attend Convention

Hobson, Smith
Speak At PSA

Plans to choose a delegate to attend the National Convention - of
the Future Farmers of America,
national vocational agricultural organization, were discussed at a
steak supper held last week. Mr.
W. C. Bowen, professor of vocational education, outlined the plans.
It was disclosed that an invitation has been extended to the officers of the club to attend the annual state convention at the state
fair.
C. C. Jackson, senior from Camden, is president this year. Other
oficers include T. E. Garrison, secretary; E. C. Truett, treasurer, and
E. B. Collins, reporter.

R. C. Edwards, who completed
the weaving and designing course at
Clemson in 1933, is now superintenden of Aberfoyle Incorporated,
Norfolk, Va.

Frank E. Rogers, Darlington, editor of the Agrarian, quarterly agricultural publication of Clemson,
this week announced the staff for
this year.
The executive staff besides Rogers, is composed of H. C. Zerbst,
Charleston, managing editor; E. P.
Huguenin,
Ridgeland,
associate
editor; E. L. Young, Fairfax, business manager; J. E. Blessing, Kingsport, Tenn., assistant business manager; W. B. Nickles, Hodges, circulation manager; and Z. T. Ford,
Nichols, assistant circulation manager.
The departmental
editors are
Agricultural Economics, B. W. Anderson, Edgefield; Agricultural Education, E. C. Truett, Timmonsvilie;
Agricultural Engineering, A. F.
Burgess, Belton; Agronomy, R. L.
Stoddard, Owings; Animal Husbandry, M. I. Jenkins, Younges Island;
Dairy, W. M. Hobson, Belton; Horticulture, P. D. Seabrook, Johns
Island; Entomology, F. K. Hinnant,
Ridgeway.
Rogers also said that the Agrarian will be represented at the
State Press Convention, for college
newspapers and magazines, to be
held at Furman University November 15-16, by F. E. Rogers, editor,
H. C. Zerbst, managing editor, and
E. L. Young, business manager.
The first issue of the Agrarian
will be published sometime around
the first of December.

DEAN'S VOCALIST — Young
Sonny Stockton, sensational
tenor, who will sing with Dean
Hudson and company at the
annual Autumn Ball here.
Hudson and Clubmen will play
for both the Friday night formal and the Saturday night
informal dances.

You Gard, We
Guard, One And
All Do Guard
Senior privates, second lieutenants, and junior sophomore
privates will take regular turns
at guard duty, it was announced today by Colonel Herbert
M. Poole, commandant.
Senior privates and second
lieutenants will serve as officers of the guard, and junior
privates, as well as junior army
men, will serve as sergeants of
the guard. Sophomores will be
corporals of the guard.
This year marks the first
time in several years that nonROTC men have been detailed
i> guard duty. Under the new
system, however, every cadet
will serve at least once during
the year.
Each guard detail is now
composed of the officer of the
day, a first lieutenant or above;
one officer of the guard; two
juniors; one sophomore, and
three freshmen.
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DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES
IT'S THE

Definitely Milder, Cooler-Smoking
decidedly Better-Tasting,
Chesterfield is one up on 'em all
jSmo^ersliay}
thatGhesterfield isthe one completely/
saUsfyingJcigzrettelfiv'erybodyl\vho
tries 'em likes^enu Chesterfield^.
right4 combinatwr^f^Aii^ricah^nd
Turkish'tobaccos is. the" best thatl
money, can.buyi
DoyouTsmoke
the cigarette that)
SATISFIES

"Clean Living" was the theme
of last week's meeting of the Presbyterian Student Association featuring short talks by Bill Smith
and Fred C. Hobson.
During the meeting a barracks
organization was formed in order
to increase attendance at
the
church, and plans to atend a conference at Winthrop were discussed.
Bob Stoddard, agronomy senior
from Owings is president of the
club. Other officers include Bill
Cline, of Lincolnton, N. C, vicepresiderit, and W. M. Hobson, of
Belton, secretary and treasurer.

Shrubs- and lawns on the camHave you entered the Football
pus of San Diego State College Contest at Martin's this week?
get 15,000 gallons of water daily. (adv.)

A GOOD SELECTION OF DANCE AT
-AT-

Easley, S. C.
Seneca, S. C.
Walhalla, S. C.
Honea Path, S. C.
Toccoa, Ga.
Westminster, S. C.
Commerce, Ga.

H0KE SLOAN'S SHOP
Also, Tuxedo and Tails accessories and Sashes, Maroon
Ties and Handkerchief Sets—Interwoven Black Silk
Socks.
Seniors:—Use Your R. O. T. C. Credit
fejriigltf 1940, Licssii & linu Teucs* C*.

